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UNIT METHOD OF OEGMIZATION IN JONIOR AND SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL HOME ECONOMICS
Problem:
To see what efforts have been taken, during the years
January 1,1938-January 1,1943, to employ the unit method of
organization in Home Economics classes in the junior and
senior high schools.
Sub-problems
;
1. To see if the psychological approach has been used
(as developed by Dr.Billett at Boston University in his
course ""Unit and Unit Assignment".)
2. To see vhat topical areas have been covered in
the units.
Method of Research:
This is a survey of the literature mn unit method
of organization in Home Economics.
The d-^-ta collected was an abstract and ev luation of
literature surveyed to see what the literature had to cont-
ribute to the problem at hand,This data v;-s summarized in
a frequency table, v»'hich contains the topical areas covered
by the units, the names of the units, and a column psycho-
logical approach was used.
Procedure :
1.Developed the sta traent of the problem.
2.Devised the sub-problems.
3. Surveyed the literature of the field,
a. articles
I
b. books
c . bulletins
d. courses of study from the various State
Departments of Education
e.m:Ster thesis
f. doctor's dissertation
4.SumnE.rized the findings on a freouency toble.
5,Formulated conclusions.
6.Summary.
7.Bibliography was compiled.
(
A SURVEY
OF
ARTICLES ON THE PROBLEM INCLUDING
ABSTRJlCTS AND EVALUATIONS

DEVELOPMENTS IN DENVER SECONDARY SCHOOLS
-Mildred L. Biddiok-
Abstract
:
The home economics program was reorganized to meet
the needs of the pupils and not a common program for all.
"l» There is a growing trend toward making the
life concerns of pupils the central theme of curriculum,
"2, There is increasing emphasis upon the relation
betv/een the meeting of individual needs and the common
welfare.
"3. Increasingly, guidance activities are being
centered in the classroom and integrated with all of the
activities of the school.
"4. The practice of democracy is increasingly be-
ing extended throughout the life of the school.
"5. The school program is increasingly being eval-
uated in terms of the contribution to personal growth
and social living." Use of the ciomulative record form
with growth statements instead of marks is now being
used.
"6. Efforts are being made to organize the program
of the schools in ways that will cause important rela-
tionships to be more readily apparent to pupils.
"7. The activities of the school are being related
it
{
more frequently and more directly to the life of the com-
munity. They act as a bridge between school and life.
"8. Administrators have increasingly seen admin-
istration as a means rather than an end in education."
In Denver, the pupils share in the determination
and sequence of units, contents, methods of work and
evaluation.
This has been accomplishable because Denver is
favorable to change, they have seen the eight-year study
in operation, and then in service training of the teachers
Evaluation i
The author presents a survey report of what is be-
ing taught in the reorganized home economics coiu?3es in
the Denver Secondary Schools. It consisted mostly of
objectives, which have been set up in the reorganized
program, and showed the place which home economics could
play in such a program.
The problem and conclusions were not very clearly
stated and the reader had to formulate them for herself.
I included this article for it was the only one
which I could find, which offered any light upon my prob-
lem and I felt that this did for it included the idea of
having the units teacher-pupil planned. I was sorry that
no units or topical areas were covered.

As far as a research problem, it is very weak and
does not contribute a great deal to education. It seems
too bad that the article was not longer for the Denver
Schools have done a great deal in the field of reorgan-
ization of home economics courses.

"CONTFIBUTIONS OF RESEARCH TO SPECIAL METHODS :HOME
ECONOMICS"
-.Clara M.Brov.n.-
Abstrs.ct;
The curriculum studies vrhich h-ve been made are lim-
ited in number ;but --^re responsible for the following:
^'DecreLse attention to the construction of clothes
and more to their selection;preparation of meals v'ith emphas-
is upon nutrition and food h-bits as g substitute for cook-
ing a smrdl amount of isolated foods ; increcise emphasis upon
art, as it relates to the problems of ordinary persons ; incor-
poration of materi-1 on consumer buying; some decre^-^se in the
emphasis mpon physical and biological science on the college
level, and greatly increasing emphasis uoon child development,
personal and family life."l/
Evaluation:
This article did not contribute to the. unit
method of organization; but did give a cle.nr ide-^ of v.'hrt the
home economics departments -.re trying to do as a result
of reasesch.The problem pnd conclusions v;ere stated very
clearly andcontribute to the field as a v;hole.No data v/as
presented or any units. The article v=as mostly sn emphasis
on what should be taught and the method of teaching,
s o that the pnpil needs and interests would iae met.
i/Cl-ira M. Brovn, "Contribution of Research to Special Methods
Home Fcononics ."p.l8S2«
(
HOME EGOIIOMICS IN THE
CORE CURRICULUM
-Helen A. Bupham-
Abstract :
This report was about the home economics program
in the South High School in Denver, Colorado.
There, the teacher and pupils plan core courses
where common problems of the group are met. The teach-
ers work with the group for a period of two years and
act as advisors. Conferences and interviev/s were under
taken to see v/hat should be included in the core course
One period per day v/as allowed for the work. The
home economics teacher was freed for core work. Pupils
must choose their ovm core art, interest, and problem,
if enthusiasm is to be present.
Weakness of propiram
The special teachers do not know pupils as
the core teacher does.
Only the surface of the unit can be touched.
Special teachers try to attract pupils to
their department.
Background of pupil is not known.
Special teacher prejudiced.
Hard to evaluate unit of one or two weeks.
The special teacher may be uneasy in another
class.

Advantaa;e3
Units based on common interest of group*
Group recognizes the specialist viewpoint
and takes counsel.
The pupils learn more teachers.
The pupils are introduced to special courses
and other departments.
Better understanding between departments and
teachers
.
The home economics field is so broad that it can
be very helpful in such a program, for it has a great
deal to offer pupils who are taking other coiirses, es-
pecially if it is organized on the unit plan. The chance
for group planning and working is the most helpful of all
the methods knov/n at the present time.
Evaluation :
This article is a survey report sho-wing what is
being done in Denver, Colorado, with home economics and
the core program. No units or topical areas are given,
but I included it in my report for I felt that in such
a set-up as this the unit method of organization must
be employed, and it gave a clear picture of how the core
program works.
The report is written clearly and is easily followed.
i
"JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LUNCHFON UNIT TESTED"
-.Janey Evelyn Haneline .-
Abstr -ct:
The purpose of this investigation v-as to deter-
mine a better means for initiating , developing , and evaluat-
ing a unit of work.
Procedure;
The area "Living in the Hone" was choosen and sub
divided into "Selection and Preparation of Food'"and
"Luncheon and Supper Service ."Then a scope and sequence
chart for the v;hole unit,which v;as approved by curricul-
umspeclalists,¥as draiMi up. The the final unit for study
was choosen-"Adjustment to and Use of the Home, School,
and Community. "The author planned and taught the unit.
The values students should get from the unit
were determined and the v.'hole thing v-as discussed informal-
ly with the class.
Teacher objectives were present-the present and
remote ones v/ere established -s were the pupil objectives.
The present pupil objective was "to prepare and serve a
wholesome and attractive luncheon or supper."!/
Definite questions were raised when dealing with
the unit,which closed v;ith a discussion of its merits
and f ults.This unit lead to the pupil »s desire for another.
1/Janey Evelyn Haneline, "Junior High School Luncheon Unit
Tested. "p. 103,
I
The author gave a pre-test and then thr unit and
then another test to see v/hat improvement had been made .He
found that pu::ils had a bettrr knov;ledge of the unit after
this unit had been studied than they had had previously
using different methods of presentation. The test included
fifty objective questions.
Conclusions
:
Advantage of the prepared unit-cues to other units
vere received, reference material used, directs pupils, the
activities and evaluations are easier; but that the unit
c n not be •"'holly pre-planned.
Evaluation:
The problem is stated above in the abstract and no
sub-problems were given. The problem v;as clearly stated
and v;orthVv'hile,for it showsv/hat is being done in one com-
munity v'ith the unit method of organization.
No literature was summarized and no data presented
in the article.
This is a survey report of a unit,vhich had been
developed by the author and he was here presenting his
procedure and findings, both of v;hich apperr in the abstract
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY TO DETERMINE THE
RELATIVE EFFECT I VEi^IESS AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL
OF TWO METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
-Hazel M. Hatcher-
Abstract
:
Problem "This inve3tip!;ation is an experimental
study in home economics, made to determine the relative
effectiveness at the secondary level of two methods of
instruction, referred to throughout the study as the
control and experimental methods." l/
The control method v/as directed by the teacher,
who planned the content of the units, procedures, and
evaluated the pupil's achievement. The experimental
method was carried on with teacher and pupils planning
together what should be the goals, how to work, and
"together checked accomplishment as the unit progressed."
Control method:
1. Teacher planned the \inits, considered
the pupil needs and course requirements
2. Teacher outlined subject matter and ob-
jectives to class
3. Pre-test given
4. Presentation and assignments made as
needed
l/ Hazel M. Hatcher, "An Experimental Study to Determine '
the Relative Effectiveness at the Secondary Level of
Two Methods of Instruction," p. 41.
2/ Ibid, p. 43.
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4. Presentation and assignments made as
needed.
5. "The teacher encoura^?;ed maximium part-
icipation in teacher-planned activities .3/
6. Check lists used for pupil pro^rress.
7. Weight of these check lists was given.
S.Pinal exam.
Experimental Method ;
1. Taecher set up tentative pupil object-
ives based on their needs.
2. Teacher guided pupils in choice of obj-
ectives and activities to help thera
meet the requirements of the objectives.
3. Pre-test
.
4. Teacher and pupils decided assignments.
5. Pupil participation in class activities.
6. Self-evaluation and conferences with
teacher.
V.'-'heck list ratings determined and weigh-
ed by class.
S.Pinal exam-pupil check own progress.
procedure
:
Each teacher chose the method of attack that
she was going to use in the experiment .Conferences were
held to determine the length of the units and the topic-
al areas to be included.lt was decided as follows:
At the high school level
1.12 weeks-units in food
2.4 weeks-units in consumer-buying
Demonstrations on both methods were given
the teachers who were to participate .Copies of these
demonstrations were given to the teachers to refer to
from time to time and also detailed directions were
given them. The investigator chose objectives in foods
and consumer-buying likely to be suf^^'ested by the pupils
3/Hazel M. Hatcher, "An Experimental Study to Determine
"the Relative Effectiveness of Two Tethods of Instrcution ."p. 44.

and comsumer-buying likely tobe suggested by the pupils
and te?chers .Teaching aids and measuring devices v.ere
made available.
Measuring devices for the unit:
1.pencil-and-paper test
2. check list in form of score CcTd
3. self-teaching -nd self-evaluating
devices
for the constjimer-buying unit:
1. pencil-and-paper test
2.diary records of purchases made
5. teaching materials
Collections of data: (on the less tangible aspects)
1. interviews-pupils and mothers
S.ancedotal records
3.written reports
a. interests
b. attitudes
c .habits
Selection of classes for experiment:
Random sampling
•
Consistency of teachers:
Same as to ye^rs training , experience, degrees
held, supervisor * s r- tings; but the teachers of foods, on the
whole Vv'ere rated somev;hat higher than the teachers of
consumer-buying
.
Time allotment:
The classes were for one hour per day.
Equipment:
The equipment was almost equal in quantity
in all schools, The foods lab had gas plates and stoves; but
the arr ngement varied from school to school.

Investigator
I
1.Visited each class at least twice
g .Interviev;ed 36 pupils and mothers
Usable Data:
1. 900 pupils in 55 high school classes in
St.Paul and liinneapolis v/ere used in the study.
2. 282 learners in the foods classes were pair-
ed with 276 in theconsumer-buying classes on variables.
a. I. Q. -relative achievement
b.Pre-tGst score
c . Socio-economic level
3. Slight difference in grade level and age bet-
ween groups-no statistical significance-thus groups v/ere
matched on grade and age.
4.All data could have been used as the unpair-
ed group were similar to the paired-in the 5 charactertis-
tics chosen.
Findings:
1. Scores on the final pencil—::.nd-paper test, rat-
ings on meal preparation, and scores on food products
were higher for the paired pupils in the experimental group.
2. The critic 1 ratio was greater than 3 in all of
the three evidences of schieveraent-showing that the achieve-
ment vas not just a chance occurance. (5.36,7.6? , and 3.66)
3.Ratings on dietaries were higher for the exper-
imental group, after instruction and the critical ratio was
8.30.
4.More improvement was seen in the eating habits of

the experimental group.
5 . The coefficient of reliability of pencil-
and-paper test equalled ,95 for senior high school group.
6.Coefficient of objectivity of score cards
equalled .90.
7. Check-list of dietaries vas very accurr.te
and gave correlated results.
8 .Coefficient of objectivity of evaluation of
meals-from previous studies v>'as found to be equalled to .90
9. TY0 9th grades and two 10th gradesv:ere taught
by the same teacher,who used both methods,was compared.
Twenty-five pupils tauglit for twelve v;eeks in the class-
room for the ssme length of time per day.
The results were that the experimental group were
superior. The Johnson-Neym- n analysis vas used and found
to be similar to what v/as already reported.
10 .Dietary practi^res of tv/o groups were compered
to be similar to reported results.
11. The achievement of the experimental group, even
v/hen taught by the poorest teacher, v/as better than the ach-
ievement of the central group,when taught by the best teach
er
.
Consumer-buying classes:
l.Pencil-and-paper test-reliability equalled .91
and shov.ed the pupils in experimental group higher thr.n the
controls with a critical ratio of 4.g0;but the unit w^s

only a brief one of four weeks
.
2.Diaries kept-experimental group shoved more
knov/ledge of purchases, discovered more information from
clerks, and lesmed more than the control group.
S.Case-studies (intervie?:s) shov.'ed more interest
and better attitudes in the experimental group for they had
more initiative, independence, and judgement thrn the others.
4.Written comments by teachers-experimental group
showed more interest in class work, greater intiative,
more independence, and better judgement th?.n before.
Conclusions rnd recommendations:
_
The results are so conclusive as to support the
supposition that all classes could benefit by the experi-
mental method and that more alert teachers should look
into this nev/er method.
The investigator feels that the experimental
method is not suited to all teachers ;as the "effective-
ness of the method probably lies in part in a voluntary
aceeptance of the psychological principles upon which
the experimental method was based** 4/ She also believes
that this study has helped open the way to further use
of the experimental method. It was suggested that student
teachers be allowed to observe both m^'-'-hods of teaching
4/Hazel LI.Hatcher ,'"AnExperiment"l Etudy to Determine the
Relative Effectiveness of Two Methods of Instuction."p.46
(
She also suggested that supervisors become familiar
with and Kalp others understand the method.
There vas left one open question- "Hov.' much of the
apparent superiority of the experimental me]lihod,as used
in the investigation,depend upon the special instructional
m.iterial and hov; much upon pupil participation in planning
class work. "5/
Evaluation:
Problem :
""This investigation is an experimental study-
in home economics,made to determine the relative effect-
iveness at the secondary level of two methods of instruct-
ion, reffered to throughout the study as the control and
experimental methods. "6/
There were not any subordinate problems men-
ioned.The reader had to formulate them for himself .
I
thought that they v;ere the establishment of vvhat was meant
by the control and the experimental groups. The problem
was stated clearly and in goofl English.No delimitations
were stated; but I feel thrt the experiment was very
worthv'hile and contributes to the field of home economics
5/Hazel .vl. H'^tfiher,"An Experimental Study to Determine the
Relative Effectiveness of Tv:o Methods of Instruction. ^'p. 47.
6/Ibid,p.g.

and to my problem.
Summary of the literature;
This article did not review literature in the field
due to lack of space.
The Research Method Used;
The method of attack on this problem was an
experimental one. The procedure followed v;3S outlined in
the abstract, so I will not repeat it here.
Data collected;
It seems to me that the data v/as valid and the
'method of collecting it may be found in my abstract .These
data seem to be representative of the area being studied and
seem sound. The data was collected from three sources which
help to eliminate personal bias.
The statistical data presented seems to be sound
and according to statistical procedures .The ratios and
coefficients appear to be about right as far as I bould
tell from the data given.
Findings and Conclusions;
As stated in the abstract-the results are so conc-
lusive as to support the supposition that f11 classes could
benefit by the experimental method and that more alert
teachers should look into this nev;er method .For other
conclusions see the abstract .These conclusions and findings
seem logical to the problem.

Value of the Study for Education:
The author leaves one open question, v'hich is not
answered in the article, v.-hich was given in the rbstr' ct.
The value-jof this article v.as pointed out for
educp.tion in ths^t the author feels th-^.t more people should
study these tv-o methods and try tcadapt their progams to
something , that will serve the pupils better th?n the prog-
rems now being used.
This v.'as an abstract of the author *s doctor* s dis-
sertation and V'-as very hard to evaluate as I did not know
what the orginal contained.
t
"EFFECTIVE TEACilING IN HOMFMAKING"
-.Hazel M.Hatcher.
-
and
Others
Abstract:
This is a shortened form of Miss Hrtcher^s
doctorate dissertation,whichi have abstracted and evclu-
ated,so I vrill refer you to that for details.

PROGRESSIVE HOME ECONOMICS AT
LAWRENCE HIGH SCHOOL
-A. P. McCann-
Abstract
:
The whole home economics program is set up with
home life as the central theme.
The boys* courses covered the, following areas --
meal planning and serving, home finance and budgeting,
nutrition, clothing, house planning and construction,
etiquette, courtesy, and first aid. It included field
trips, where the boys could observe local architecture,
markets, and practical consumer buying.
Personal group work on the individual basis was
emphasized and no set requirements were given. The pro-
gram is a very flexible one and is based on the needs
and interests of the pupils, so that their personal prob-
lems will be solved.
The vocational group learn in relation to their
needs and all of the work is correlated around the home.
There are clubs connected with each instructional
unit and one of the most serviceable to the school is
"Social Form." The pupils hold their own socials and
do all of the planning, marketing, and preparations.
The seventh grade have units on food, clothing.

and family needs and relationships, while the high school
takes up child care, home nursing, and home building,
plus those previously mentioned. The boys' t)lace in the
home is stressed in the high school courses.
Evaluation ;
This article was very hard to follow and seemed
to jump from one thing to another. The problem was not
clearly stated and there were not any sub-problems which
the reader could find.
It was a survey report shov/ing what was being taught
in the Lawrence home economics classes. No data or ques-
tions were presented.
The findings and the conclusions were found -in the
discussion of what was included in the course of study.
This article shows the units and the topical areas
covered in this particular school.
i
INTEGRATING THE HOMElviAKING UNIT
-E. H. Nelson-
Abstract:
Home economics should be a weaving of family ac-
tivities, child care, home art, health, consumer prob-
lems, and not special courses, as are now being taught
in most schools.
Teacher-pupil planned units of work are most bene-
ficial.
An example of one such unit is as follows: "The
Girl's Own Room."
The objectives and activities were set up to make
the room more attractive and livable. Consumer educa-
tion of fabric, furniture, etc., were all brought into
the unit.
"Teaching thus becomes a guiding of significant ex-
perience, rather than a forcing of isolated subject mat-
ter in sheer logical sequence. We must be alert to grasp
the many opportunities for integrating the home economics
program.
"
Evaluation :
This report is a survey of what is being done to in-
tegrate the homemaking unit, so that it will be functional

and will answer the interests, needs, and problems of
the pupils wftio complete it.
The article was written in clear understandable
English, but there was no data collected. The reader
failed to find any sub-problems, questions, or state-
ment of value to education; but felt that this idea of
putting homeraaking on a unit basis v/as excellent and
that the suggestions for the unit were good.

LANSING SCHOOLS SERVE SOCIETY THROUGH
HOMEivlAKING UNITS
-M, Thompson-
Abstract ;
Problem to set up a home economics program to
meet life experiences.
Miss Thompson gives the history of home economics
in the Lansing Schools, It has developed from the old
type program of cooking and sewing to the unit method
of organization with the home as the core of the pro-
gram.
The following are units included in the program
(open both to boys and girls):
1. Leisure time activities
2. Vocational possibilities
3. Boy and girl relationships
4. How to make oneself attractive
5. Good manners and conventions
6. Personality adjustments
7. How to be well dressed on a
small amount of money
These units were for girls only:
1. Selection of clothing
2. Care of clothing
3. Clothing construction
4. Well-balanced meals
5. Budgets
6. Marketing
7. Preparation and storage
8. Diets of babies and adults

Evaluation :
This article was very well written and clearly
presented. It is a survey of what the home economics
department in Lansing is doing. This method of presen-
tation was the best for the problem. There was no state-
ment of sub-problems and no questions were raised. This
was an original report and did not need to include data.
The home economics in Lansing seems to have the
coTirse of study very well outlined and it seems to be
based on interests, needs, and problems of the pupils.
There were no topical areas given and the reader could
not tell whether the psychological method of approach
was used; but, I believe that it was, fran the logical
way the units were presented.
This article adds to the educational program as a
whole and contains many valuable ideas; but, the author
did not state this value in her article.

LABORATORY UNIT IN CARE
OF THE HOUSE
-E. Waples-
Abstract
:
This unit was carried on in the schools of Oregon.
The girls in the home economics classes carried on
a unit in the care of the house and briefly this is what
they did:
1. The girls listed the cleanable
surfaces in the house
2. Then they selected a surface
which they wanted to study
3. They demonstrated the method for
cleaning that surface to the group
4. Then they cleaned something at home
and made a report to the class
The author feels that this is a very satisfactory
way to handle the unit and that the girls learned a great
deal from it and helped with the cleaning at home.
Evaluation :
This was a survey report of what is done in the
Oregon schools in this one area of cleaning a house.
The problem was stated very clearly and the whole arti-
cle was extremely well written.
The only data collected was in the form of reports,
which were given by the pupils on v;hat they had done in
the way of cleaning at home. This seemed to be a logi-

cal way of carrying on the problem.
The procedure was very interesting for it suggests
that the pupils planned and carried on their problems
with the teacher acting as guide.
No topical areas were covered and the unit was not
developed fully, due to lack of space, as the author
states
.
It seems to me that this is a good suggestion for
a unit and the procedure seems to be a logical one. I
wish that more space could have been used, for the whole
unit might have been developed.

EXCHANGE UNIT IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
AND HOME ECONOMICS
-L. H. Wood-
Abstract,:
This was a report of the home economics department
in Sioux City, Iowa.
A short history of home economics and industrial
arts was given. Formerly, all hand work was carried on
in industry and now it is done by electricity. In the
days of handwork, the work was specialized and it took
long periods of preparation for the jobs; now, men and
wcHnen are quickly trained on the job and little time is
needed in the preparation for it. This has shortened
the working time and has increased the amount of leisure
time. Both men and v/omen should know vi/hat the others
are doing and w^hat their work consists of.
The girls must knov/ the follov/ing:
1. How to select appliances
2. How to keep them operating
3. Mechanical repairs (simple)
4. V/hat to let alone and not repair
The boys must know the follov/ing:
1. Selection and preparation of food
2. Selection and care of clothing
3. Gracious entertaining
They both need to know how the plumbing, heating.

and lighting, operate.
The author concludes that such units make for a
happier home.
Evaluation :
This is a survey report of what is being taught
in the Sioux City home economics department and is clearly
stated; however, sub-problems, questions, or data, are
not presented. It seems to me that this report would
have been better if data had been presented to show the
results of the exchange units.
Some unit suggestions were given, but no topical
areas were set up.
The educational value of this report lies in the
problem itself, for few places have experimented with
exchange units of this sort, and any progress, which has
been made should be reported so that the rest of the ed-
ucational world can see how it was done.
cc
ONE BOOK ABSTRACTED
AND
EVALTTATED
€
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"A FUTJCTIONINS PROGRAM OF HOfffi ECONOMICS"
-.Ivol Spafford.-
Abs tract
:
This book was written for administrators,
curriculum v/orkers,and teachers.lt is hoped that the
book will be of benefit to these people, who are plannins:
programs in homseconoraice
.
Procedure:
The author proposed that a pattern of "home-
life education"be es tat llshed.Each school will build its
own programs as based on the needs of the individual
pupil's and community in v/hich it Is to function.
Findings
The table of content was divided into the
following headings:
"l.The Meaning of Home Economics.
2. The School Man Looks at ^ome -Economics.
3. Home- life Education a Common iieed.
4. Building a Dynamic Program of Educat-
ion.
5. The Administrator and The Home Econom-
ics Program.
6. Home-life Education at the Elementary
Level Today.
7. Home-life Eciucation for Elementary
"i-bool Children.
8. Home Economics for Junior High School
Today.
9. Home Economics for Junior ^irh School
Boys and Girls.
10. Home Economics in Senior Elrrh School
Today.
11. Home -Economics for Senior High School
Boys and Girls.
12. Home-life Education in other Fields.
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13. Home-life Education for Adults.
14. Home gconomlcs for Professional
Students in College.
15. General Education at the College
Level.
16. Building a Broad Home Economics
Prop;ram at the College Level" 1/
Conclusions
:
The emphasis in the book seems to be on the
core curriculum with home economics as one of the main
fields to be included. The book is really a survey of
what is being done in certain schools and what has to
be done in the future.
Summary of Chapter 8: (this chapter was included in the
report, for I v^as unable to obtain som.e of these studies
in the orginal and felt that as they were here given
was better than not to have them at all.)
Progress of Home economics from single text-
book cooking and sewing to "unit organization v/hich brings
a core or unified studies program. " Juni or High individ-
uals vary in physical, intellectual, social, and emotional
maturity between the ages of 11-15.
Emphasis on home-life education and decrease
on self-realization and economic dependence .The immed-
iate needs , interests , and concerns of the dudIIs were
studied. Home economics , fine, and industrial arts were
united and a core unit was worked out.
l/lvol Spafford,"A Functioning Program of -^ome Economics, "p. 1.
c
University High School-University of Minnesota
The classes met daily for sixty minute per-
iods. Eiffth grade boys and girls-have his for a topic
"The Home Today, "The objectives were selection of liv
ing place, interior of home, and exterior of home or
surroundings
.
Topical Areas Covered:
Unit 1
1. Pamdly needs and interest is influenc-
ing selection of living place.
2. Advantage and disadvantage of renting
and home owership,
3. Floor plans.
4. House areas in terms of use,
5. House styles.
6. Principles of design applied to houses.
Project for the unit v/as to draw
house plans.
Unitll
1. Purpose and use of the house,
2. Selection of furnishings.
5. Functions of rooms,
4. Comparison of cost and quality.
5. Background of rooms,
6. Selection and arrangement of furniture.
7. Lighting.
8. Decorative objects.
9. Selection and arrangement of pictures.
Unit 111
1. Purposes of yard.
2. Foundation planting,
3. Yard planning.
4. Garden design.
project for unit 11 was to furnish the
home in color and for unit 111 v;as to landscape
grounds and make a cardboard model.
Stout Inst itute,Tyfin omie. Wis cons in
The boys and girls have home economics , fine
arts, and industrial arts combined and worked out
i
with units, A sample uni t-"Celebrating Holidays"
1. Chocsing" suitable table decorations.
2.Designing and making Christmas wrapping-
paper.
3. Leather coin purses for gifts to mothers,
4. Cookie cutters for the home.
5. Preparati on of school party.
Aberdeen, South Dokota
Their program is set up so that they have an
ultimate goal or core and have two hours a day to work
on it. The science, art , music, and health departments plus
the home economics and industrial arts have combined
at the junior high level to form a core program.
Problem
:
Helping boys and girls solve basic problems
of everyday living-based on needs , interests, ski lis,
attitudes , and aopreciat ions of pupils.
Procedure
:
The above were established by parents and tea-
chers with help of pupils. Then direct questions were
raised concerning the home.-ti'xchange groups of boys and
girls were arranged betv/een the industrial arts and
the home economics departments to see the interet of the
group. Parents asked to state their feelings on education
for home and family living. These were tabulated and
general aims for courses were set up, Source units were
then developed in each field so that pupils would
become familiar with the idea of working on one problem
in several fields.
c
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orientation unit includes learning about home
life in Aberdeen and is summarized with a unit on summer
living. This unit was planned to bring out the close
cooperation between home and school that is needed in
this world of ours.
Horace Mann School
The seventh grade core is based on the history
of man's progress. The home economics teacher adds to the
subjects of home-life,food, clothing, textiles, costumes,
and a child care unit.
Eigth grade unit has the life in the Middle
Ages and ^"^ennaissance as its core. Home Economics
furnishes help on the following :how to preserve food,
clothing made, and a child development unit were included.
Ninth grade home economics and social studies
unite efforts to see v^hat foreign countries have cont-
ributed to present day home living. During this year
emphasis is placed on appearance and health.
Ohio Univserity
The seventh grade course of study-
"A Study of Our United States" included units on food,
clothing, and housing.
The eigth grade unit- "What Uncle Sam Does
for Us. "This unit had half a year for the studying of
f ood.Em.phasis in Ohio has been on the home and community
life of various towns with hospitality as a core concern*
r
Denver Colorado
The seventh and eigth grades core was person
al and community living, which had two periods per day-
devoted to it.
Home Economics and Industrial teachers have
to be in charge of general problems also of personal
problems-with emphasis on making things for sale and
community and the learning about various types of jobs
Roosevelt High School-Des Moines, Iowa
Core gDoup of grade seven had the English,
social studies, mathematics , art, home economics, and in-
dustrial arts departments combined.
The ninth
—
grade had "Cummunity Problems of
Living" tried out as the core for the group.
1. v/hat students want to do after high
school.
2. Grooming
3. Appeared social customs
4.Boy and girl relationships
Woodrow 'Vilson Junior H^gh School
The seventh and lov/ eigth grades learn to
cook, sew, care for clothing, laundry, and marketing.
High eigth covered personal hygiene, family
relations hips ,Chi Id care, and thrift.
The ninth grade units covered poise and per-
sonality, making a home attract ive, fun for the family,
care and training of y ounger children.
c
Florida
The seventh s-rade core equaled contribut-
ions of boys and girls to home-past
,
present , and future
included food, shelter, clothing, care of self and young,
and entertaining in the home.
The elgth grade use the same core;but develop
the management ability of pupils.
Belle Pourche,S.D.
Junior High Schools have as their core a
"good home and satisfying life are the result of hard
work and sacrifice." Both boys and girls take the cour-
se.
Monti vallo, Alabama
The home economics department is opened for
all who want to come-both those enrolled and those who
are not. They inay come for help in diets , clothing, or any
phase of the field-as much time as they desire is given
them for the fulfillment of their requirements
Skokie Junior High School
Winnetka, Illinois
Pupils came for a period and must keep at
their activity until it is finished, which maybe a per-
iod of 6-8 weeks.Eight units are established varying in
length from 2-8 weeks.
cc
Evaluation?
The Research Protlem;
The problem v/as to develop a book which would
help administrators , curriculum v/orkers,and teachers who
were planning programs in home economics .This was
written clearlyjbut the sub-problems were left to the
reader to formulate , '•he delimitation of the problem
came in the development of units.
Summary of literature of the fi eld;
There was very little surveying of literature
and fev; references were used.
The Research Method ;
This was a survey of the field and is a book
written by the author, for he feels that it is full of
useful ideas. The procedure and findings were given in
the abstract and the summary of Chapter 8.
The Data c ollectedj_
The data collected was by means of the
interview method, for ^*dss Spafford visited the various
schools mentioned In the book and saw what was being
done in the carious schools and then she wrote her book.
Findings and C onclusions;
These were given in the abstract and will not
be repeated here.
Value of the study for •'Education;
This book puts emphasis on the core curriculum;
but does not point out its value to education.
c€
A SURVEY
OF
STATE
COURSES OP STUDY
(1
€
"A COURSE OP STUDY FOR HOMEMAKING EDUCATION IN
VIRGINIA PUBLIC
SCHOOLS"
Abstract
;
The purpose of this bulletin was to outline
and organize a course of study for the homemaking
classes in Virginia.
Problems
Feeding the -^'amily
Developing and Maintaining the Health of the
Family
Housing the Family
Managing the I''amily ^ncome
Making a Happy Home and a Place for Ourselves
in the vVorld in uTiich Vv'e live
Clothing the Family
Assisting in the care of the Sick
Caring for Children
These are developed according to the follov/ing:
l.The importance of the problem
2. Some ways of helping individual, families,
and communities to recognize their problems
3. Some specific problems of Individuals,
families, and communities
4. Some goals which may give direction to
work on problems
Some things to consider in working on
the problem
6. References
7. Some things I may wish to accomplish
8. Some things I may do to solve the pro-
blem 9.3ome evidences of pupil growth
lO.Puting these in action
These should be based on needs and interests
of the group, with teacher-pupil planning for the prepara-
tion and activities to be carried out.
i
The last specific problem under each problem
is a community one. There is a "Guide to the Develop- '
ment of Homemaking Education prop;ram in Virginia Schools"
which v/ill help the teachers in planning their programs
•
Sample unit; Feeding the •'^'amily
The Importance of the -Problem:
A discussion of good nutrition was given, with
reference being made to the "National Yardstick for Good
Nutrition" and the "Food for thought " charts .'^'his
could serve as an introduction to the unit and gives the
importance of the problem.
Some Specific Problems of Individuals, Families, and Com-
I^aJNITIES:
Some goals were set up to give direction to
the work on the problems .They were all started in infin-
itive form v/ith better nutrition as their core;but var-
ious phases of it were covered.
Problem 1;
How can I help to plan my famili^'s meals to
meet daily nutritional needs of its members?
a. Must know basic principles on which food
requirements are set and also the food habits of people
yeu are planning for.
b. A knowledge of basic principles of food cooke
c. Sources of food
d. i^lans meals way from home
(
e .Kno?/ledges of nutritional values of foods
at various cost levels.
A list of references for this section of the
unit were p;iven,lt was divided into essential and
recommended readings.
The committee then set up a list of things
the pupils might wish to accomplish. These were state-
ments which bec-an with "to" and were concerned with the
knowledges and skills the pupils should have gained from
this part of the unit. ex. To understand more nutrition,
what it is based on, and how it affects human life.
Some things the pupils could do to solve the problem;
The activities were varied and included:
discussions, readings, demonstrations, meal planning,
budgeting, and experimentation.
Some Evidence of ^upil Growth;
Improvement of own diet, help at home with
meal' planning, better selection of food, and help mother
with budo;eting and marketing for food.
The other topical ar^s covered in this unit
were as follov/s and were all treated as the one above;
"l.How can I prepare foods for my family's
meals so as to preserve the palatability and attract-
iveness of the meal?
2. How can i serve my family's meals so as to
contttbute to the enjoyment of the meal?
3. H0V/ can we have adequate meals way from home?
4. How can we inrpove out nutrition thru raising
poultry?
5. How can ^ help my Family to provide adequate
I
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nutrition thru a g-arden?
G.How can we store foods properly?
7. How can my family use its income so as to
provide for nutritionally adequate and satisfying meals?
8. How can we improve our nutrition thru pre-
servation of "^arden and farm products?
9. How can we assist in the improvement of
nutritional habits of all families in our communi ty?"l_/
The other units were divided into sections
and topical areas as the unit just taken-up.
Evaluation ;
Problem
;
The problem was to set up a course of study
for the home economics classes in the State of Virginia.
It is a survey type of research, which is clearly stated,
with no sub-problems given.
P ^"00 eduf© •
A group of supervisors and teachers worked
for four v/eeks to develop the course of study. Then it
was tried out in the schools for one year. It was critiz-
ed by teachers and the final course is as presented in
the 1943 bulletin. As a whole this course of study is very
complete and would give the pupils a well balanced
course .",Tien completed the pupils would have gained
knowledges, skill, appreaciat ions, and interest , attitudes,
and hobbies might have arisen.
Conclusi ons
:
It seems to m.e that this is a very well worked
l/ "A Course of.Study for Homemaklng Education in Va.
ii
out course of study;"but I failed, to find any mention
of vvhat grade or grades it covered .Units v/ere clevelop-
ed;but they were not accordiniT to the psychological
approach as developed by Dr.Billett.
I did not find any tests given and this seems
to rae to be a good idea. It would be hard for the State
to set up exams, which would, cover the course of study,
the needs of each pupil varies ;as , does the skill of
the teacher and her presentation of the material.
May be these things are cleared up in the guide
which is part of this course of studyjbut -' was not able
to locate a copy.
This course of study contributes a great deal
to the field of unit organization in home economics,
for it contains units and topical areas to be developed
and carried out by the teachers and pupils together.
It is the newest course of study which I was
able to find.
(
"A Course of Study-State of Montana -Junior and
Senior tjigh School Home Economics"
Abstract
;
Problem?
To set up a course of study for the junior
and senior hi^^h school home economics classes.
Procedure
:
The conference method was used to revise
the previous bulletin. The teachers wrote out their
auggestions|f or methods of improving the seventh and
eigth grade courses in home economics .These were as
follows
:
1. encouraging pupil participation the entire
course
2.base units on personal and home problems
of pupils
3. use of home and community and school lab.
4. find out background and needs of pupils
5. teach units so that ability in actual work
will result
6. develop interest in home-making revision
Small groups finished the revision. They made
their units with these things in mind:needs of adolescents,
pupil interest, environment, experiences, and concerns,
adoptation of school program to different social and
economic levels, and family income.
"Phases of Hom^conomics That Need To Be
Considered in the Secondary School Curriculum are-
Provision of food, selection, care and construction of
(
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clothing, selection, furnishing and care of home, home
equipment, family relationships , child care and guidance,
health, consumer-buying, management of time , energy, and
money, home care of the sick, social relationships, person-
al appearance, and personality developement."l/
These should be included in each grade level.
All groups need home economics.
Suggested scope of the program in schools
where homemaking is provided in the seventh and eigth
grades and in high school.
Seventh and eigth grade-sharing and enjoying
home activities-
Seventh grade-
1. planning for sharing and enjoying home
activities
2. good time with family and friends
3. helping at home
4. care of person and clothing-adds to attract-
iveness
5. making something to wear
Eigth grade-
1. m.ore home activities
2. time and money
3. meals (helping with)
4. making the home attractiveness and comfortable
5. caring for children
Ninth grade-
Developing as individual and as a Family Member
1. development of individual as a member of
family and as an individual
2. getting along with others
3. adding to arrangement and attractiveness of
kitchen
4. making meals satisfactory
5. grow in personal attractiveness
f!:, selecti on and making clothing
Tenth frade-
Assarn'ii^g Increased Responsibiljrty for Family
Living
1. increasing responsibility for family lining
- / 2. family clothing needs
i?"--^ Cours'e of Study-State of Montana- Junior and Senior
High Schnnl TTnme F.conomi ca
,
»'p-
-
(
3. making home more livable and comfortable
4. living together
5, family's food needs
6, caring and guiding children
Eleventh and twelvth-Working Tov/ard Improved
Home and Community Life, Considering Possible Future
Living in Its Many Phases
1. im.provement in home and community life
2. im.provement of home and surroundings
3. buying goods
4. planning for community and family welfare
5. looking ahead
6. health(maintaining)and care of sick
7. meeting special needs and interests
Evaluation r
The problem and sub-problem are very clearly
stated and a great many questions v/ere raised. The outline
of the course of studj'- was given in the abstract.This
was a survey problem of what is being done in the State
of ^'^ontana in the home economics program.
There was no survey of literature and no
data collected.
The findings and conclusions take the form
of units and topical areas to be covered. The details
of bfcth are left up to the teacher to develop as she
sees fit;but they must be developed with the follow-
ing in mind-attitude, ski lis , needs, interests, and problems
of the group. The results should be a gain in attitudes,,
skills, recognition, understanding, judgement or abilit y,
habits, and appreciation. This bulletin is very worthwhile
and contributes a great deal to the educational world,
for it has the psychological approach for its units.

"COURSE OF STUDY FOR HOlffi ECONOMICS IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF
OHIO"
Abstract;
problem;
To set up a course of study for home economics
in secondary schools of Ohio,
Proc edure
;
Conference method, revision, try-out, and more
revision was the order in v;hich this course of study
was developed.
Finding s
:
Units built on need of pupils and community
with an opportunity offered for the utilation of
community resources and other school subjects.
Home economics is well suited to the core
curriculum and guidance program, as it is set up to
aid the individual and to meet his interests and abilit-
ies.
All courses seem to J^^^ve the follov/ing units
included;but the topical areas of each varied with the
grade and division;
1. foods and nutrition
2. clothing and related art
3. home furnishings and housing
4. home management
5. family and other social relationships
Conclusi ons
;
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The units use these outlines-problem, import-
ance of problem, objectives , followed by questions and
discussi ons-as a suggested approach.Outlines v;ere given
for the units ;but the details were left for the individ-
ual teachers to fill in and develop as the needs and
interests of the pupils develop.
Evaluation r
The problem was stated clearly and the reader
took it for granted that the units were the sub-problems.
Both v/ere clearly understandable ;but no questions were
raised and no data collected. The reader did not find
any mention of a survey of past literature .The findings
are given in the abstract. This course of study has a
value for education even though the committee that
developed it did not r%ise questions or state its
value. It is a good beginning in the field of unit
organization in home economics.
Boston Unrverslty
School of Education
L.:-M'ary ^
(f
"SUG-CfESTIONS FOR HOKE ECONOMICS CURRICULUM
AS DEVELOPED IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS"
Abstract
;
"The purpose of this bulletin is to stimulate
the growth of the teacher indeveloplng an experimental
attitude tov/ard curriculum building. Not a course of
studyjbut a sug.^estive device for helping teachers in
setting up programs for their own situations,"
This bulletin gives the pribciples of program
planning and cMteria for judging pupil experience.
The units had the following set up:
1. general objectives or outcomes
2. specific objectives or outcomes
3. student references
4. problems and pupil experience
5. teaching aids
e.references
7. suggested home projects
In the high school observation sheet was
develpped in the child care unit. The rest of this bullet-
in covers practically the same material as the one
from Virginia so I did not repeat it here.
Evaluat i on
:
Problem;
The problem and sub-problems were studied ;but
were not as clearly expressed as they might have been.
There was no data, quest ions, survey of literature, or
statement of value to education given. On the whole I
felt that there was a great deal of good material present.
c
This course of study need^to be revised and simplified
along psychological lines, if it is going to contribute
a great deal to the field of home economics, as far as,
unit method is concerned, for now it is very mixed up
and needs clarification.lt is a good beginning;but needs
to be perfected before its maximium use can be achieved.
c
"SUGGESTIVE TEACHING HELPS FOR HOIvE AND PAMLY
LIFE EDUCATION COURSES IN HIGH
SCHOOLS OP \™MING"
Abstract
:
All courses are elective and must be taken
for at least two years . Interests and unit sugg;estions
afc various ages and levels:
1.7th and 8th prrade— sharing in family life
2,9th grade— own personal and social adjustment
3,10th grade—assuming responsibility in the
home
4.11th and 12th grade— establishing a home or
preparation for a vocation.
Example
;
"Art in the Home"
This unit was divided into the following sect-
ions-theme, objectives, pupil experiences ,basic content,
and teaching aids,
A list of suggested units which were as follows:
1, art in the home
2, child development
3, Christmas activities
4, clothing
5, family and social relations
6, foods and nutrition
7, health and personal grooming
8, home management including consumer educati
9, housing
10, pupil-teacher planning of courses
Evaluati on
:
THe problem abd sub-problems were not clearly
stated and the reader was a little confused as to just
what the bulletin was aiming to accomplish, The second
part of the bulletin was written more clearly than the
firt^,Here the units were presented-they all follow
the outline given in the abstract and are based on the
headings given there, No data, questions, survey^of liter-
ature, or evaluation for education were given, This bullet-
in v/as similar to the one put out by the State of Virginia
(I
(J
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"HOI/EMAKING-COURSE OP STUDY FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS
IN ARIZONA"
Abstract
:
Outline of course of study
a. major objectives
b. special objectives
c. desired outcomes
d. suggested problems, activities, and experienc
e. teaching aids
Homemaking 1 Semester 1
Nutrition
Pood selection, preparation, and preservation
Meal planning, preparation, and management
Child guidance
I 11
Development o£ ov/n personality-
Selection of clothing
Clothing management
Children's clothes
II 1
Home furnishings
Clothing design
Clothing construction-tailored garment
Home management
Home care of the sick
11 11
Meeting the family's food needs
Hunan relationships
Child development
Clothing
Evaluation
:
The problems and procedure were clearly stated
and easily followed by the reader .-'here were no data or
questions presented in the bulletin. This bulletin adds to
my problem for it states definite units and headings and
divides the work into what should be accomplished in
each grade. The findings and conclusions were in the form
of unit outlines. The bulletin needs a summary stating its
contribution to edfiication.

BULLETINS OP MICHIGAN, GEORGIA, MASSACHUSETTS, AND NEV7
JERSEY
Michigan
Suggestions for teaching the personal appear-
ance unit in home economics. A whole unit in separate book-
let form with sugp;estlons,were given for revision and
activities which might be carried on.
Georgia
:
This bulletin was similar to the one from Va»
so it will not be repeated here. They took up the home
life training and all units v/ere based on that central
theme
.
Massachusett s
:
rHis State has not v/ritten anything in home
economics courses since 1916 and then it is not a req-
uired course of study, for the State leaves that up to
l5he local committee to solve as they feel is necessary*
The whole idea of the course of study is contained in
the v/heel of studies, which is included in the back of
my report.
New Jersey
:
Outline of a plan for a new curriculum in
which home and community living are dominant interest.
It was developed in 1959.
Units covered-
a. secuplf^i of person and property
b. security of health
c .education
d. recreat 1 on
e . employment
f. Topical areas covered-
g. problems of personal and social adjustment
h. food and elementary nutrition
i. shop and household mechanics
j.shop and household repairs
k.food and advance nutrition
Evaluati ons ;
Tn all of these, they stated the problems ;but
failed to mention the sub-problems, data collected, surveys
of literature, and questions to be answered. The reader was
left with some doubt as to what they were striving to
accomplish. There were nqdefinite conclusions in any of
these.
i
A SURVEY OP
MASTrR'S THESIS
INCLUDING
ABSTRACTS AND EVALUATIONS

"FOUR UKITS FOR A TENTH-GRADE CLASS IN HO?.ffi ECONOMICS"
Edith Colburn Forbes
Problem
:
"This thesis is the application of certain basic
psycholor^ical principles to the organization of work for
a tenth-grade home economics class." The basic psychological
principles used are based on the one Q:iven in Dr. Billett's
course, "The Unit Assignment in Secondary Education."!/
Procedure
;
The principal and teachers decided that a
reorp'anizati on of courses was needed and the home economics
course was one that was chosen to work on. The time
allowance for periods was cut down, so that a new course
had to be set up as the old one had used the preparation
of whole meals as its core and there was no longer time
to do this.
Miss Fortes defines the followinp; terms: Unit
assi nment, the unit, delimitation, the assignment,
optional activities, and tests. These definitions were
based on the ones given by ^r, ^illett in his course -
"The Unit Assignment in Secondary -f^ducation" - given at
Boston University.
1/ Edith Colburn Forbes, "Four Units For a Tenth-Grade
n"lass in Home Economics," p.l.

The author states the conditions governing
the solution of the problem which were - the environment
of the pupil, the school plant, and the pupil's interests
and abilities. The I.w,. 's of the group varied from 70
to 95 and most of the girls came from homes where little
English was spoken. Most of the girls would have to go
to work as soon as they finished hish school, so all of
the home economics work was of a practical nature and not
theoretical.
She then gives a list of the contributions of
home economics to education. Included in this list are
the following; trains the individual to earn a living,
trains in health education, trains for wi%e use of leisure
tire, trains for home making - in order to accomplish
these things the home economics course must recognize the
existing home conditions, be flexible, and made vital in
the life of the pupil.
The local conditions, the school environment,
and the ideals set up for the home economics course were
all known; but the girls' activities, environment, and
their outlook were unknown. Miss -Porbes sent out a
questionnaire to 154 ffirls to find out what their interests,
environment, knowledge, and needs were composed of. A
tabulation of the results was made and this was used for
the basis of the units prepared.
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The pupils have a choice of topics, which they
want to pursue and in that way the units may be fitted
into the time allotment for the year.
Miss Forbes then goes on to develop four units
which can be used in a tenth-ffrade home economics course.
These units have the following headings - food preservation,
candy-making, meal planning, and table setting and service.
Findings
:
In this case the findings take the form of
developments of units.
Unit I
Food Preservation
Problem:
"To develop skill in the canning process and
the making of jellies; to give an understanding of the
principles of food preservation, and the points to consider
v/hen purchasing canned foods." 2/
Delimitation of the unit:
1. Spoiling of food is caused by the presence
of certain elements (bacteria).
2. Two methods of preservation - canning and
2/ Edith Colburn Forbes, "Four Units For a I'enth-Grade
Class in Home l^conomica," p. 20.
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jelly making.
a, procedures in common a. fruit suitable for jelly
c. open kettle Tiaking
c. cold pack b. process used
3. Inferior preserved food spoils and
appearance changes.
a. poor appearance
b. crushed or broken
c. shrinkage
d. jar not filled with liquit at end of processing
e. spoil if bruised, not sterilized, defective
covers, etc., food under-sterilized, packed too
tightly, and jars not completely sealed.
f. detection of spoiled food - air leakin^; out,
loosened cover, air bubbles, color, cloudy
liquid, and unpleasant odor.
g. quality of jelly - 'f:ood and bad
4. Storage of food.
a. closets
b. refrigerators - ice, gas, electric - construction
of each and care was stressed.
5. Selection of commercially preserved food,
a. dried foods sold in bulk
b. canned foods are sold by number, grade and brand
c. comparison of cost
6. Transportation of preserved foods
a. refrigerator cars
b. where dried fruits come from (states)
c. where canned foods come from (states)
d. where smoked fish and frosted food come from
7. Pure i'''ood and Drug Act.
a. when is food adulterated?
b. when misbranded?
8. Planning a canning budget.
a. size of family
b. number of servings used during the year
c. number of fresh fruits and vegetables in community
Delimitation B:
It is similar to A and covers the same areas.

The Assignment ;
Takes up the followinp- problems:
1. "Shall we preserve foods, or shall we buy
those that are commercially preserved?
2. ''.'hat causes food to spoil?
3. How may we preserve foods?
4. How shall we take care of the surplus from
our gardens?
a. canninc:
b. jelly
'
5. ?/hat are some of the reasons for an inferior
grade of preserved foods?
a. canned foods
b. jelly" 3/
Optional -Activities :
For girls who like to give work orally:
Sketches, discussions, oral descriptions,
answers to direct questions, development of topics, and
explanations of how things work.
For the girl who likes to draw:
Sketches, posters, charts, and maps.
For the girl who likes to do handwork:
Models, charts, preparation of jelly or canned
foods, or make a picture magazine on the unit.
For the girl who likes to organize work, and
work v/ith others:
Organize a group to visit a canning factory,
plan time, etc.
Test 1:
This v;as an objective test with several sections
3/ Edith Cclburn Forbes, "Pour Units For a Tenth-Grade
Class in Home Economics," p. 55-63

on the various parts of the unit, covered above, and were
all filling in blanks and matching questions.
Test 2 :
This test v/as composed of multiple choice
questions, a statement was made and then several parts
were given, one of which was supposed to be the right
answer to the question.
References
;
A long list of references was given, teacher
and pupils material was mixed.
Unit II
Candy-Making
Problem ;
This unit deals with an understanding and a
knowledge of how to prepare various kinds of candy.
Delimitation of the unit ;
"1. Candy is divided into two parts.
a. non-crystalline
b, crystalline
2. Success in candy-making depends upon certain
principles of sijgar cookery.
a. hard candies
b. creams
5. sugar, a liquid, and an inverting substance
are the essential ingredients in candy-making.
4. Three common types of inferior candy result
from improper handling of materials."^/
4/ Edith Colburn -forbea, "Pour Units For a Tenth-Grade
Class in Home Economics," p. 92-94.
c
The Asslginment :
1. How to read and test a candy t]fermometer'.
2. Theory of candy-making.
3. Characteristics of the physical test for candy.
4. Causes of poor candy.
5. Making of soft candies.
6. The pupils choose one candy and prepare it.
Optional ^^ctivities ;
These included making candy, making a container
for the candy, studying the manufacture of candy, visit
a candy factory, preparation of exhibits, posters, maps,
list of advertisements, and committee work selling home
made candy.
Test 1:
This consisted of questions which were to be
filled in with the right number chosen from a list of
terms. There were some matching and filling in blanks in
this same test.
Test 2t
Test 2 was a multiple choice type question exam.
Test 5;
This was also a filling in blanks. All three
were objective type tests and were very comprehensive in
nature.
References
:
There was a short list of references which might
be helpful in the work of this unit.
rin C
Unit III
Meal Planning
Problem ;
"The ability to plan and select meals that are
nutritious, attractive, and suited to one's economic
standing. An interest in forming Tood food habits." 5/
The Delimitation of the unit
:
1. v/ise selection of food.
a. heat and energy foods
b. repair foods
c. regulating foods
2. Evaluation of the diet.
a. percentage basis
b. fractional basis
3. Evaluation of diet using a standard, (a
score card was furnished).
Pretest t
These questions were in the form of completion
sentences and was objective.
The Assignment ;
1. Our body is dependent on food for growth
and development.
2. Requirements for judging whether we are
well fed.
3. Selection of a well-balanced diet.
4. Do food expenditures mean that you are well
fed?
5. Does activity affect food requirements?
6. List your food habits that need correction.
Optional -Activities :
These activities included some of the following
5/ i^dith Colburn PorVes, "Four Units For a Tenth-Grade
Class in Home Economics," p. 119
(
making' charts, discussions, exhibits, answers to direct
questions, menu preparation, nutritional requirements,
poster, and listinp: foods pupils dislike and show what
essentials and vitamins are lacking because of this dislike
of foods.
Tests 1, 2, and 5 t
These tests were all objective and had matching
and filling in blanks.
References :
This unit had a larger list of references than
some of the other units.
Unit IV
Table setting and Serving
Problem ;
"The ability to set a table and serve a meal
correctly, the desire to serve meals attr£;Ctively and in
an orderly manner." 6/
The Delimitation of the unit ;
1. Definite eating place.
2. Furniture for the eating place.
3. Attractiveness of furnishings and cleanliness
of equipment.
a. table linen - selection and care
b. silver - selection and care
c. glassware - selection and care
d. crockery - selection and care
6/ Edith Cclburn Forbes, "Four Units For a Tenth-Grade
Class in Home Economics," p. 165.
(i
4. Well-served meal,
a, observance of certain customs (host
and hostess
)
b, formal service
c, informal service
d, table-setting
The Assignment :
1. Equipment for a well-set table.
2. Service of meal,
3. Etiquette at meal times.
Optional Activities ;
A series of surveys of manufacture were lists,
charts, maps, posters, discussions, exhibits, actual
table setting and serving, selection of furnishings,
collection of advertisements about furnishings
,
study of
decorations, and the planning of special parties, food,
table setting, decorations, food, and invitations.
Tests 1, 2, and 5 ;
These tests were objective and took the same
form as the others have.
References
:
A long list of references was furnished for the
pupils and the teacher working on this unit.
Conclusions and Summary ;
Miss -^'orbes says that she has found that the
introduction must be carefully worked out, for it is
the section of the unit that arouses the pupils' interests.
This may be done thru a discussion of some sort, a pretest,
and films.
ii
The ti-re allotment and the assignment really
go together for one is dependent on the other. In this
thesis Miss i:''orbes says that the following time was allowed:
Unit on Pood Preservations 6 weeks.
Unit on Meal Planning - 6 weeks.
Unit on ^andy-maklng = 5 weeks.
Unit on Table Setting = 4 weeks.
All of the assignments have been revised since
they were tried out on classes. All of the vague statements
were rev/orded and made clearer.
The unit on "Pood Preservation" was shortened
and the activities about the refrigerator were omitted
because of time allotment. The making of lollycops
was substituted for the barley choice in the candy unit.
This was done because of the similarity of preparation,
which left an e?:tr8 choice. The unit on meal planning had
to be revised more than any of the others. The first
revision was found to be necessary after the unit had
been tested out in an actual class situation. It was
found that another check on students was needed after
problem 1 had been completed - Miss Forbes suggests that
another test be given at this point. She also felt that
more instruction was needed before the score card could
be successfully used. A summary was added to the unit
on table setting and service. The assignment being in
the form of a question v;as confusing to some of the pupils,
for they did not realize that the question was for the
((
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whole unit.
The suggestions for optional activities were
written out on cards and the pupils chose the ones which
they wished to pursue. Pew of them chose to do the
same things. General customs of the people of foreign
nations were the favorite types of activities. One field
trip was taken to a candy maker and one unusual activity
was carried on by a ^^irl with little mental ability,
she planned and constructed a model of a storage closet
for canned fruit etc. Many of the completed activities
were so well prepared that they can be used with future
classes.
Tests
The completion type was less popular than the
others; but the multiple choice was the favored one. A
revision of the tests has been done, for some of the
questions were a little vague and hard for the students
to understand.
These units need a great deal of teaching
material in order to make them interesting and worth
while for the pupils.
There were several incidental learning products
which were as follows:
"1. Increased ability in the use of reference
materials
.
2. An acquaintance with home-ipaking ma^^azlnes.
3. Increased skill in the organization of
materials
•
r
4.Training in the evaluation of materials,
5 . Development of self-reliance.
6. Development of self-corf idence , especially
with poor students. 8/
In the concluding part of this thesis Miss
Forbes says that -the preparation and presentation of
these units has made evident certain facts regarding
the advantaf^e of organized work on the unit and unit
assignmnet basis, Prom the pupil's standpoint this may
he si^d:
"l.More pupils take an active part in the class
work because oi/individual help given them during the
period of preparation. Tnis participation shows that a
tetter grasp of the subject was had by all.
2. Greater interest is apparent in all groups
since pupils r^iven confidence from work which is well
prepared and organized.
3. Tests indicate that pupil accomplishment is
greater since avera-^e of tests are his;her.
4. All pupils are busy all of the ti'^?e and dan-
ger of establishing poor kabits of work is avoided.
5. A much broader view of the subject is rain-
ed. The good pupil especially has an opportunity to con-
sult several reference books, while time maybe better
apportioned according to the importance of the problem^
Through the reports an3 optional activities insight is
gained in minor points.
6. There is more opportunity for individual help
and since much of the work is done under the supervision
of the teacher, no time is wasted in the hunting for mat-
erials, since questions are answered as they arise. ^irls
will ask questions of the teacher during the study per-
iod that self-consciousness would prevent them from ask-
ing during class discussion periods.
7. The pupil knows definitely what the teacher
expects her to do and it may be also said that the tea-
cher knows exactly what she whats done.
8/Edith Colburn Forbes, "Four units For a Tenth-Grade Class
in Home Economics, "p. 222-223.
(
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Prom the teacher's standpoint:
1. A definite line is drawn between essential
and non-essential ma terials , whi ch avoids crowdin^^ too
much material into the limited time alloted to a sp-
ecial phase of the subject.
2. Planning for an entire unit of work gives
smoothness and continuitj'- to the work because it is
possible to ^et a view of the entire problem in its
relation to other problems." 9/
Evaluation
:
The problem:
The problem is clearly stated and
delimited with a statement that the author is going to
use the psychological principles set up in Dr.Billett's
course "The Unit Assignment in Secondary Education."
The only review of literature was that of lecture notes
taken in Dr. Billett's course. No distinct questions
were raised in this thesis.
It seemed to me that this thesis contributed
to the field as four units were devised, which could be
used in a tenth-grade home economics class and this is
a e,ood Legir.ning to a letter way of beaching home
econoaiics . As I have stated ealier very little .-/ork on
the unit method or organization in home economics and the
more pefcple^who try their hands in the development of
units, the faster the movement will spread and the schools
will benefit by the efforts of these pioneers.it is a
cortrlbut ion to pure knowledcre and to the methods of
teaching
.
9 /Kdlth I'Jolburn Forbes, "Pour Units For A Tenth-Grade Class
In Hnmfi Fr.nnnml p.a . "n. -2?,f>,
-
r
The Research Method :
As far as I could see this thesis is a service
problem and is developed as such, for it contains the
author's opinion and thought on the problem. The validi-
ty and reliability have been tested to some extent;but
not enough to say that they had been established, for they
were only tried out once in a class. Since that time Miss
Forbes has revised them and the new units have not been
tried out as yet. The method of presentation as a whole
seems lop:ical and understandable. The only data present-
ed was that of time allowance for the units and that
was handled by acceptable procedure .Miss Forbes found
that the time allotment would have to be changed before
the units could again be presented. The problem v/as a
a service problem and the author's own work so there was
little bias present except as it entered into thejidevelop-
ment of the units.
The presentation ;
It seemed to me that the reader was lead thru
a "thought process"and not an encylopedic enumeration
of facts. The presentation was a logical one and was easily
followed by the reader. There were no facts other than
the data presented and none were needed to understand
the presentation of the problem or the development of
the units. Miss Forbes stated in the beginning that she
was using the psycholoc'ical principles and she briefly

stated each one andjefined her vocabulary .No problems
or questions were raised and left unanswered and the
limitations of the probelm do not hinder the development
of the problem. There was no evidence of irrevel&nt mat-
erial beinn; presented ;but there was evidence of accurate
presentation of data and ideas. There were not any devices
for interpreting tne data and facts ;but it was not
necessary as they were few in number and easily under-
standable from the rest of the thesis material present-
ed.
Mechanics
;
The use of words and phrases seemed to be ap-
propriate and easily understood by the reader
.
Sentences
and paragraphs were constructed in ^ood English form and
shov;ed unity and proper emphasis upon the problem at hand.
The bibliography was a good one;but was not
an exhaustive one as it did not contain all material
-that had ever been written on the subject. The entries
were properly and logically macejbut not according to
Good, Earr, and Scates .The annotations were made correct-
ly and included a large number. -^t seemed, tc me that they
were not very selective, as they were preactically all
taken from one or two sources .'-^he contents of the study
were presented in an understandable manner and were done
according to correct form. There were no charts or tables
so no interpretation was needed.
(1
Summary and Conclusions:
Each point raised in the problem was not sum-
marized;"but a general summary was given at the end of
the thesis. Miss Forbes does not stete definetly the value
of the problem or Include a proQ:ram for tne proo;resslve
use of the conclusions in education. She does give falac-
les of the units and tells what she feels has to be done
to improve them and make them more useable in teaching
a tenth-grade class in home economics.
In the abstract I stated the summary and con-
clusion which Miss Forbes -n-ade and I refer you to that
for the details on the summary.
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" PRESENT STATUS OP HOME ECONOMICS POP BOYS"
-.Marion Esther Burnell.-
Problem ;
"The main purpose of this study has been to find
out the nature of courses in Home Economics offered to
boys in Junior and Senior High Schools of the Northeastern
section of the United States."]^/
Sub-problem s
;
1. A study of the leadini^ trends and side lines
for the junior and senior high school courses.
2, A study of the nature of activities of
various home economics clubs for boys.
Procedure ;
The study was limited to random sampling of
courses offered in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and
the New York State course of study for boys.
Data was collected by the survey method. Letters
were sent to state supervisors and they were asked to
respond with the course of study or answer questions about
it. Thus by means of random sampling the schools were
chosen for participation in the study.
In Massachusetts letters were sent to twenty-
1/ Marion Esther Burnell, "present Status of Home
Economics For Boys," p.l.

three supervisors of cities with the request that they
fill out and send back the questionnaire, which was
enclosed in their letters. Personal interview was
another means of collecting data, which was used in this
study.
Survey of literature ;
The literature shows that home economics has
been offered to boys for more than twenty years and that
the boys are the ones who have felt the need for and
asked for the courses. Miss Burnell found that most
authors felt that boys needed some course in home economics
and that they were more interested than the girls; but
that the teacher had to work harder to keep the class
activities rolling along. The boys knew that they would
not be called "sissy" and that some of the best cooks and
tailors in the world were men.
Statistical Studies :
It was found that only »1% of the boys in
junior high school were enrolled in a course in home
economics; but that 43.5,''^ of all girls were enrolled.
(These figures were taken from the "Biennial Survey of
Education 1924-26.)
Outline of Typical Course :
1. Family relationship unit
a. personality
b. study of family life

2. Nutrition unit
a. fundamentals
b. table service and etiquette
c. duties of host
d. selection of meals outside the home
e. food costs
3. Clothing unit
a. selection
b. care
Professor Starrak, whom the author quotes,
advises that the preparation and marketing of food be
left to the housewife and that time should not be devoted
to it in the home economics course; because there would
not be enough tiie to acquire a mastery of the subjects.
He feels that emphasis should be placed on the above units.
Outstanding Courses ;
1. Williamsport High School, V/illiamsport,
Pennsylvania
Twenty-five boys were enrolled in a course
designated as "Camp Cookery", which was named by the
principal upon request from the boys. They studied meal
planning, food preparation, budgeting, preparation of
food for invalids, tray service, and the boy's place in
the home.
2, Denver, Colorado
Home economics for boys was started in Denver
as far back as 1919; but it was not until 1925 that a
great deal was done in the field. The units covered were
foods, clothing, the household, and family and social

relationship's. The course "Problems in Everyday Living"
is open to boys and' girls in separate classes in their
senior year. It includes six units, foods, clothing,
woodwork, health, the house as a home, and applied
economics. This course met one period daily for one
semester and was given one semester credit.
The jurior high school pupils wanted something
like v/hat was offered in the high school, so a course
was given for the ninth grade - it was elective. They
now have a course given to the 8B group, which is
compulsory, entitled "Problems of Everyday Living."
3. Los Angeles, California
Boys may be enrolled in any of the following
types of courses: vocational, (preparing boys for chefs),
developmental (boys and girls produce noon meal), and
classes of general nature (nutrition, food preparation
and service, etiquette and social customs, selection and
care of clothing, and the problem of fatherhood.- also
study financing a modern family).
These courses are elective and have been going
on since 1924.
4. Long Beach, California
Here the sociological aspects of the home are
emphasized and this work is taught in the sociology
department. It is offered to boys and contains six units
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which are setting along v/ith people, development of far.ily
life, adjustments in family finance, adjustments due to
a-e differences, adjustments in cases of sickness and
accidents, and twentieth century family adjustments.
5. Inglewood, California
Their course is divided into three units -
health and nutrition of the family, shelter and clothing,
and social aspect v;ith parental training.
6. Tulsa, Oklahoma
Requires a year's course in home economics of
all boys before they can graduate from high school.
The boys' parents were consulted and it was found that
they were all in favor of a "Home Craft" course for boys,
so such a course was set up. Units on the follov/ing v;ere
established - food, nutrition, preparation, choice and
care of clothing, family relationships, house planning,
child care, social usage, spending and saving family income,
first aid, and emergency care of the sick.
She also gives abstracts of studies made in the
follovifing places - Consolidated Schools, Mississippi;
Odessa, Texas; Detroit, Michigan; Elmhurst, Long Island;
and Contoocook, New Hampshire. All of these studies are
similar to the ones I have referred to previously and
they do not need repetition here.
Exchange Classes:
These classes are exchanged between the home
cc
economics and Industrial arts departments and are usually
started by the requests of the pupils. Their courses
of study can follow the lines and suggestions which have
been previously made.
Clubs
:
Clubs have been organized in various parts of
the country with some phase of home economics as their
central theme which usually includes some camp cookery
and requirements for Boy Scouts. These clubs meet during
school time or after school as the case may be. They
accomplish a great deal as their enrollment is voluntary.
Their activities are practically the same as those for
the courses. These clubs vary in size from 14 - 20.
Examination of
j
-^ooks;
Ten books were consulted and six were found to
have material related to home economics for boys.
Miss Eurnell quotes many parts of these books showing
that the areas covered are just what I gave you earlier in
this report.
Study of Pr esent Status of Home Economics For Boys :
The statements and conclusions were taken from
letters sent to the state supervisors of home economics.
Maine and New Hampshire reported that they had
some schools offering home economics to boys. Vermont
stated that they only had one high school which offered
c
home economics to the boys along with the p;irls in the
same course. New York State stated that they had 1535
boys taking home economics at sixty-eight different
centers. New Jersey and Pennsylvania had several boys'
classes and courses offered within their states.
In fifty-four schools studied - home economics
was offered to boys in jut^ior high school courses in
5 schools, in senior hi^-h school courses in 14 schools,
in junior and senior high school courses in 7 schools,
in clubs only in 9 schools, and no courses in home
economics for boys in 19 schools.
Analysis of Courses :
Twenty-six courses were analyzed - they fell
Into two classifications - food selection and preparation
and appreciation courses. No separate courses were e:iven
in camp cookery; but a unit of it was included in each
course being offered in foods.
Required Courses;
These courses v/ere all found in the Pennsylvania
schools and were divided into appreciation and food
selection courses. It seems to me that these were
required about the same number of tires - one occurred
32 times and the other 33.
Size of Clas ses : (All boys)
Ranged from 7-28 with an averac^e of 17.
cc
Content ;
Appreciation courses emphasized simple cookery,
meal planning, preparation, serving, camp cookery, table
and social etiquette, and care and selection of clothing
in both the junior and senior high school. The older
pupils vvere more interested in marketing, family relation-
ships, nutrition, budgeting, and household physics, while
the junior high school pupils v/ere interested in good
appearance, character, consumer education, and personality.
Food courses offered selection, planning and
serving of meals, table etiquette, and table service to
both the junior and senior high school pupils. The
high schools confined their courses to principles of
cookery, food budgets, simple nutrition, and marketing,
while the junior high school boys were interested in simple
cookery.
Specific Courses of Study ;
1. Thompson, Connecticut (in brief)
Units covered the following - care of clothing,
good appearance, etiquette and manners at home, character,
and simple meal cookery,
2. Harrisburs:, Pennsylvania (in brief)
Unit 1 was on nutrition and food preparation
and covered the following topical areas: relation of food
to growth, health, and activity; the enerp;y requirements

of individuals; the composition of foods; digestion of
food; absorption of food; selection of food for proper
nutrition; and food preparation.
Unit 11 was on marketine; food preparation, and
table service with these topical areas covered: marketing
and the costs of foods; food preparation and table service;
and table service.
3. Allentown, Pennsylvania and Unionville,
Connecticut have simplified courses and no outline was
furnished.
4. New York state (In brief)
Content - family and community relations, home
planning and selection, business of the household, food
selection and preparation, clothinn; selection and care.
Summary and conclusions ;
More interest and study is needed in the field
of home economics for boys.
Evaluation ;
The Research Problem ;
The problem is clearly stated as follows; "The
main purpose of this study has been to find out the nature
of courses in Home Economics offered to boys in Junior
and Senior High Schools of the Northeastern section of
the United States. "2/
2/ l.'^arion j^sther Purnell, "Present Status of Home Economics
.For Eoys,"

The delimitations were not very clearly stated
and the reader had to establish them for himself. This
may have been due to the fact that no questions were
raised and the problem needed them to make it narrower
in scope.
There was little review of previous literature;
but there were many reports of courses of study in various
high schools throuerh-out the United States,
This thesis contributes a great deal to the
field of home economics for it gives the reader an
over view of the whole field of home economics for boys.
It has both a contribution to social values and to pure
knowledge. If the suFs-estions made here were taken to
heart, I am sure that home economics for boys would
improve. This thesis is almost eic^ht years old and I am
certain that home economics courses of study for boys have
applied some of these ideas.
The Research Problem ;
This research problem seems to be a service one
and was solved by seeing what had been done in other parts
of the country. This was done thru visitations and a
survey of the literature. These methods seem valid and
reliable to a certain e:xtent. One must realize that
personal observation has entered into the problem and
this may have resulted in some biased opinions. I could
r1
not tell the degree to which this took place. Some of the
problem was solved by a series of letters, which were sent
out to supervisors and teachers of home economics. These
letters contained several questions, which were to be
answered about home economics courses for boys and be
returned to the ai-thor. Then thru random samplinp; the
schools were chosen for study.
It seems to me that the survey method was the
only logical one to have applied to the problem. Visits
could not have been made to all schools for this would
have taken too much time and money.
Evidence was present which showed a careful
interpretation of the data collected.
Presenta tion ;
It seemed to me that there was some thought
process leadinp:; but also there was a great ennumeration
of facts. In many places that thesis seemed to be poorly
written and the sentence construction was faulty. A
great many details were presented which were not needed for
an understanding^ of the problem; but you could not call
these facts, as they were not proven statements. The
necessary facts f or a logical thought process were supplied.
Some facts were necessary to establish the sources of
information and reliability.
The reader could not find any raised questions,
which were left unanswered. The limitations of the problem

did not impair the thesis at all.
There seemed to be some irrelevant material,
i.e. a great many courses of study were presented which
seemed to be included as padding for the thesis instead
of adding to the clarity of the problem. This may have
happened because the author felt that a large number of
courses of study were needed to establish the validity
and reliability of the statements. V.'ith the use of
random sampling I do not see the need for all of the
courses of study quoted, for the author was not surveying
just the courses of study in hip-h schools; but was also
including clubs and outside activities.
Accuracy in interpretation of data was evidenced
v/ith the exception just made and that was not so much
misinterpretation as it was including too much data. The
interpretations seem locical and are similar to similar
studies, which have been previously made.
It seems to me that the whole thesis would have
been clearer if a table or chart had been constructed
to show the data collected, means of collection, and the
areas it covered. Then some explanation would have had
to be made to interpret them to the readers.
Mechanics ;
The phrases and words were appropriate; but
the sentence structure seemed faulty in several places.

The paragraphs manifested unity and proper emphasis.
The punctuation and spelling follow accepted
lines and standards. The bibliography is not an
exhaustive one; but contains many pertinent listings for
the problem. The listings were written - and punctuated
correctly; tut not according; to Good, Barr, and Scates.
The bibliography was arranged in a sound psychological
manner and the annotations were made correctly. The
contents of the study were not too clearly stated, for
the table of content was not a very complete one. There
were no tables and charts to interpret.
Summary and Conclusions :
These seemed to be the weakest part of the whole
thesis, for Miss Burnell did not clearly state the
conclusions or give any idea of what had been done within
the thesis. No statement of the value of the thesis could
be found by the reader, nevertheless I concluded that the
study had been worthwhile and that it contained much
u.seful material for those, who are interested in home
economics for boys. A great deal of data and material
was collected and referred to; but was not summarized and
used when it came time tc state the conclusions. It
seemed to me that Miss Burnell felt that the conclusions
v/ere hidden in the summaries of the courses of study and
that the readers could pick them out for themselves, so
she would not bother to do so for thera.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF POUR UNITS
IN NINTH GRADE HOi^IE ECONOMICS
-Mary E. Schouler-
Abatract ;
Four units in ninth grade home economics have been
devised by Miss Schouler. The titles of these four units
are as follows:
a« The Family
b. Consumer Education
c. Diet in Relation to Health and
Disease
d. The Planning, Preparation, and
Serving of Food
Introduction :
Miss Schouler devotes the opening pages of her the-
sis to the place that heme economics should play in the
whole educational set-up. Contribution and values of a
home economics course were then given in detail. This
was followed by the historical background of home eco-
nomics, which included Land-Grant Colleges, Cooking
Schools, The Kitchen-Gar den Movement, The Manual Train-
ing Movement, The World's Fair, and The Lake Placid Con-
ferences. Facts of national significance were then given
to show further development in the field of home economics.
These were the establishment of a Bureau of Home Economics
in 1894, The Smith-Lever Act in 1914, The Smith-Hughes
Act in 1917, and the participation of women trained in
c
Home Economics in the conference aiding the Pood AcSmin-
istration in the last war.
Problem ;
"An effort has been made to organize four units
In teaching that will show some of the specific contri-
butions that can be made from a course in Home Economics."
1/
Delimitation ;
The unit must be based on "present day social and
economic problems and are designed to fit the needs,
interests, and capacities of a group of ninth grade
junior high school pupils." 2/
It must be developed around basic concepts and
develop "proper attitudes, concepts, appreciations, knowl-
edges, and skills."
Criteria of the unit were set up in detail; in fact,
there were eight in niomber. Briefly, they were as fol-
lows ;
1. A unit must aid the pupil to make
"adjustments to his environment."
2. A unit should be a complete and
meaningful whole.
3. A unit should develop "unit under-
standings .
"
4. A unit should be broken into "learn-
ing concepts."
l/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Pour Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 18.
2/ Loc. Git.

5. A unit should offer opportunities
in individual differences.
6# A unit should be flexible.
7. A unit should function.
8, A unit should allow for "socialized
and individualized procedures."
Procedure
:
1. Introduction of the unit — this was usually
done via a quotation.
2. The assignment — varies in the responses nec-
essary for the completion of the unit, but all are prob-
lem-solving situations.
3. The activity period — individual works at his
own rate to complete the unit.
4. The work sheet -- gives sources of references,
assignments, problons, and activities necessary for the
completion of the unit.
5. The review period — a summary of the high point
of the unit are given.
6. Testing period -- covers learning products, whe-
ther present or absent.
UNIT I
THE FAlvilLY
Problem ;
"The family is the unit of American life and in it
c
exists every hope of the future." 3/ This was introduced
by a quotation by Ellen Miller,
Unit Concepts ;
1. The world is made up of families
2. The family is one of the world's
oldest institutions
3. Problems of the family
4. Guidance in the family
5. Division of labor in the family
6. Family furnishes the "actors of
the drama of life."
7. "Self-government begins in the
family"
8. Functions of the family
9. Playground of the family - the
home
10. Standards of the family
11. Environment of the family
12. Laws that govern the family
13. Life outside the family
14. Personality to be exhibited by
the family
15. Choice of life partner
16. Marriage
Unit Development Introduction ;
The class was shown the motion picture of the Hardy
Family and then a question period was conduced in which
the class was asked to discuss certain questions pertain-
ing to the picture and the family relationships.
Class Procedure and Individual Assiprnmenta ;
1. The class was asked to plan a trip to some for-
eign country. In this way Miss Schouler felt that they
3/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Pour Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 24.
c
would see some of the factors that influence the way a
family lives.
2. Group 1 were to choose a topic for study from
the follov/ing:
a. Prehistoric family life
b. Colonial family life
c. Problems which had to be faced
by the average family dxiring the
early settlanent of America
d. Family life among animals
e» Differences in urban and city life
Group 2 were to study plays written on family life and
choose the best one. Group 3 were to make a collection
of case studies and stiidy their bearing on everyday life.
Group 4 were to "present dramatizations on etiquette in
the home." 4/ Group 5 v;ere to prepare a reading list of
good fiction, which could be used in this unit.
After the groups had studied their individual prob-
lems, they met in a family counsel and discussed the ans-
wers to certain case problems, which were given them by
the teacher and then they made up some of their own. They
were to include the follov/ing areas of interest to all
families -- sense of hwaor, tact, br oadmindedness , well-
groomed, honesty, self-control, sincerity, not critical,
sarcastic, or nagging, well-mannered, loyal, love, under
-
4/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Pour Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 24.
(
standing, poise, trust, emotional stability, intelligence,
and ability to manage a home.
Optional Assieinments
;
1. Collection of pictures of family life
2. Program for care of children
3. Write a book on "The Ideal Home and
Family"
4. Conduct a clinic for problems in your
neighborhood
5« Dramatize a play
6. List motion pictures dealing with fam-
ily life
7« Organize a social club
Refer ences ;
Miss Schouler listed references for both teachers
and students.
UNIT II
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Problem ;
"Spending money through wise planning is a means
of getting the most value out of the dollar." 5/
Delimitation ;
Knowledge of the product, price, quality, and value
received are very important if people are to acquire the
best value for their money.
Unit Concepts ;
5/ Mary E, Schouler, "The Organization of Four Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 29,
f
1. Purchasing agents
2. Successful management of money
3. Budgeting
4. How to make out a budget
5. How to meet needs of family
6» What determines the quality of a product
7. What it means to compare prices
8. When, where, and how much to purchase
9. Supply and demand
10, New methods and products
11, Manufacturer's testing program
12, Advertising
13, Agencies for educating the consumer
Unit Development — Introduction ;
A list of questions were furnished the pupils and
they were asked to study them. Then the results were
tabulated. Some of the results were as follows: variety
of products used, differences in reasons for selections,
a felt need for a basic knowledge to decide upon the
best product, differences in cost of living, apprecia-
tion of the consumer's place of importance, 6/
Class Procedures and Individual Assignments ;
Group 1 "were to make a study of the expenditures
of a low income family group," Group 2 "were to make a
study of the average income family group." Group 3 "were
to make a study of the high income family group." 7/
When the groups had completed their studies, they
were to plot on a graph their findings and then a dis-
6/ Ibid, p, 32.
7/ Ibid, p. 32,
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cussion period followed, bringing out the following points
of interest:
a. Differences in amounts possible
to spend
b. Wide variations in certain areas
c» The total of estimated expenses
cannot be higher than one's income
d. Necessity for planning
e. Graphic view of money management,
costs, social standards
f . Budgeting appears as a sensible
method for showing up mistakes in
spending
Further Assignments :
1. List hov/ you may reduce the family expendi-
tures
2, Budget $100 for a wardrobe for yourself
Follow-Up Group Assip:nments ;
1. The class was divided into three groups and
each group had a list of manufactures and organizations
to investigate and tell what they had done for consumer
interests
.
2. Collect advertisements, write advertisements,
or conduct a survey of advertisements found in your com-
munity and show their connection with this unit.
Experimental Labor abory Work ;
The class was divided into groups which studied
the following products:
a. Baking powders
b. Silks, wools, rayons, linens,
man-made fabrics, and weighted silk

c. Canned foods
d. Cereals
e« Soups
f. Meats
Optional assignments ;
These assignments included a variety of activities,
which, when completed, would add interest and knowledge
to the pupils completing the unit. Some of them are
"briefly stated thus test wearing apparel, write the
history of advertising, "write out caricatures dealing
with consviraer problons," and make a puzzle showing the
parts of a budget and how a family spends its money.
References ;
A list of student references were given from which
the pupils were to gain help with the unit.
UNIT III
DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND DISEASE
Problem ;
"Food is a source of energy and is utilized by the
cells in the body for growth and repair of body tissue."
8/
Unit Concepts t
Fifteen statements were given on health, nutrition,
and diet, which compose the concepts Miss Schouler wished
8/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Four Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 38.

her pupils to gain from this unit.
Unit Development -- Introduction ;
This unit was introduced by a story about a sol-
dier and the World War I and was followed by a discus-
sion. In this discussion the pupils gained some idea
of what the unit was to be about.
Glass Procedure and Individual Assi/ynment
s
;
1. A lecture by the druggist on "The Chemical
Composition of the Body" was given and then the class
was divided into groups to work on the unit. These
groups v/ere composed of two pupils, who are to work
together and carry on the famous rat experiment to see
how diet affects the body. Careful charts and records
were to be kept throughout the experiment. This was to
be followed by a study of human diets and requirements,
which was to be done through consulting the diets of
five people of various ages.
2. Make a collection of nutritious foreign recipes
3. V^rite a "Who's Who" in the field of nutrition
and diet.
4. Plan the menus for a week for a family of five
on $20.
5. Find out the work of the dietetics department
of your local hospital.

6. Study some of the following:
a. "Retaining minerals and vitamines in
vegetable cookery.
b» "The chemical composition of eggs.
Rules for egg cookery.
c. "The story of the digestion of food
in the body.
d. "Pats used for cooking. Formulate
facts about fried foods.
e. "Nature's chemical factory in the
growth and ripening of fruits. Place
of fruit in the diet." 9/
This was to be followed with a "Professor Quizz"
period in which the pupils would tell what they had
learned by answering questions.
Optional Assignment ;
These assignments were to be undertaken only by
pupils who had completed their required work in the
unit. The pupils who chose to go on with the unit
could choose from a number of activities, some of which
were plan a radio talk on material and knowledge
gained from this unit, construct a food map, write a
dictionary of words learned in this unit, or "edit a
household magazine that will contain articles relating
to the facts learned in this unit." 10/
References ;
As usual. Miss Schouler gives the pupils a list
9/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Pour Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 43
10/ Loc. Git.
f
of references which are connected with the unit.
UNIT IV
THE PLANNING, PREPARATION, AND SERVING OF FOOD
Introduction ;
This unit was begun with a long quotation from
Samuel Vaughn's book and the goal for the unit was set
up. The goal stated that it was hoped that the individ-
ual would gain a sense of values, costs, poise, and self-
control as well as a better knov/ledge and skill in the
planning, preparation, and serving of food.
Problem ;
"Food can be prepared and served attractively and
successfully for any occasion at a low cost." 11/ Train-
ing and experience are both essential if this is to be
accomplished.
Unit Concepts ;
There were ten statements of general learning prod-
ucts, which Miss Schouler hoped the pupil would gain fran
the unit. Briefly, they were as follows;
1. Knowledge of food necessary if
it is to be prepared and served
correctly.
2, Meal planning -- what consider
ll/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Four Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 46.

3. Planned diet.
4. Definition of a calorie.
5. Daily requirement of calories.
6. What should the "balanced-diet"
contain?
7. Work habits.
8. Time and work schedules.
9. Working together.
10. Standards of work.
Unit Development Introduction ;
The class viewed an exhibition of diets and proper
arrangement of food and then discussed the points of
questions and the points gained from their experience.
Class Procedure and Individual Assipinment s ;
The class was allowed to plan, purchase the food,
prepare, and serve a dinner. They were divided up into
groups, so that the following things were attended to:
1. Planning of menu
2. Time and work schedules
3. Marketing
4. Table setting, serving, and
entertaining
5. Keeping of records
6. Dinner served to faculty
7. Evaluation period
Follow-up Assignments :
1. Consult and canraent on the "specials" served
in restaurants.
2. Plan three dinner menus and market orders to
go with them.
3. Keep a "Pood Classification Chart" for two
wee ks
.
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4» Visit a caterer and see what he does,
5» Plan a low-cost dinner menu for your family.
Optional Assignments:
1. Begin a collection of menu cards.
2. "Make out a low-cost dinner menu for a church
supper for 50 people."
References
:
A summary list of the best books and articles were
included for this unit.
Conclusion:
A series of quotations were given, which were to
serve the purpose of a summary. "The purpose of this
thesis has been to give evidence of the existence of
worthwhile subject matter and projects which can, through
adjustment, be adapted to any school system of a conmun-
ity." 12/
Evaluation:
The Research Problem:
A. Statement of the Problem
"An effort has been made to organize four units in
teaching that will show some of the specific contributions
that can be made from a course in Home Economics." 15/
12/ Mary E. Schouler, "The Organization of Pour Units in
Ninth Grade Home Economics," p. 53.
13/ Loc. Git., p. 8.
•

I feel that this is not a very concise statement of the
problem for Miss Schouler seems to be making a sumnary
of good quotations, which apply to different phases of
Home Economics. After several pages of quotations and
little comment on these. Miss Schouler goes onto the
real problem and develops four \mits, which could be
used in the teaching of home economics. She sets up
a great many criteria for a unit and then, as far as
I can see, fails to use them.
The problem was not definitely delimited and one
had to hunt around and guess how she was going to nar-
row her problem. It seemed to me that she left the
reader without any tangible ideas. No questions v;ere
raised and this added to the confusion of the whole
thesis
•
B. Review of previous studies in the field of this
problem :
Miss Schouler gives a brief history of the Home
Economics Program, but fails to give much which relates
to the unit method of organization.
C. Is there indication of a contribution?
I feel that this thesis is a contribution to the
field, but that it needs revision to be of real practi-
cal service to teachers. Little has been done in the
field and this is an example of a stepping stone in the
€I
right direction. It has some contribution to real knowl-
edge and to social values, for it is one person's idea
of what is needed in the field of Home Economics Methods
and Procedures. The more works we have to choose from
the better will be the final product.
The Research Method :
A. Is each of the ma.jor research methods used in this
study ?
Each of the research methods are not present, and,
in fact, I can not see where any one method has been
used. This is a thesis composed in the field of Home
Economics and uses the unit method of organization. It
is really a report of progress which Miss Schouler has
made in the preparation of units and does not follow any
of the established research methods. She uses some his-
torical methods and the rest is what she thinks should
be included in a program for Home Economics classes.
B, Do the research methods chosen seem adequate ?
I feel that they do not^ for I think that the units
should have been tried out and their validity and relia-
bility established to some extent before they were passed
in in thesis form. Some comparison should have been made
between these units and the course of study and method
previously used. The ideas are present, but there are
no facts or figures to back up the statements and claims

which have been made.
C. Does the method as a v/hole have lo^ioal sequence ?
As far as I can see, it does not, for she starts
out with a history and a great many quotations and ends
up with units and a conclusion. The only logical se-
quence is in the quotations, for they "begin and end the
thesis.
D. Is there evidence of, and provisions for, care in
the collection of data ?
With the exception of the quotations, this is an
original thesis so she has no data to present.
E. Is personal bias eliminated as far as possible?
No data is given; therefore, no bias opinions are
present. The only personal bias I found was in the de-
velopment of the units, and I think that this is natural
as she was writing these.
Ill Presentation
A. Is the reader led throup:h a "thoup;ht process" rather
than an encyclopedic enumeration of facts ?
I felt that I was being led through a series of
facts and quotations and was not obtaining any real
"thought processes." It seemed to me that the thesis
as a whole would have been better if some of the quota-
tions had been left out and more emphasis placed on the
units, as they were the things that the author was sup-

posed to "be devoting her time to. Some facts are nec-
essary for the logical thought processes, establishing
data, and determining sources of information.
G. Are possible doubts and questions about the prob -
lem raised and then left unanswered?
There were no direct questions raised in this the-
sis and perhaps it would have been more worthwhile and
a greater contribution to the field if there had been,
D, Is irrelevant material excluded?
No, as I have explained previously.
E, Is there evidence of accuracy in interpreting the
data presented in the study ?
No data presented. The units agree with the pre-
vious studies.
F, Are devices used to facilitate understanding; the
data presented and the report ?
No charts or tables given. These could not be pre
sent as the units were never tried out and no data on
their worth was available.
IV Mechanics
A. Is the diction, rhetoric, etc.. acceptable ?
The diction, etc., is acceptable, but is not as
carefully written as should be for publication. The
punctuation and spelling are along acceptable lines and
show unity and proper ©nphasis.
f•
B. Is the bibliography an exhaustive one ?
I do not think that the bibliography Is an exhaus-
tive one, for It does not contain anywhere near all that
has been written about the subject. The thesis Is anno-
tated and the entries are In logical order. There are
bibliographies at the end of each unit and then a larger
one at the end of the thesis. These entries are not made
according to Good, Barr, and Scates, but they are all
done alike.
C. Are the contents of the study readily located
through properly arranged lists ?
There Is a table of contents present In the thesis.
D. Are tables and charts readily Interpreted without
reading the text ?
None present.
V Summary and Conclusions
A. Is there a brief summary taking into account each
point raised in the statement of problem ?
This statement is brief and is mixed in with a great
m.any quotations, which looks to me as if the author was
trying to pad the material she had written.
B, Is there an evaluation of the research report ?
There was no evaluation as such given in this the-
sis, but I gathered that the author felt this was a con-
tribution to the field and she realized the units would
#
need revision and actual try-out before their validity
and reliability could be established. There was no ans-
wer to the value of the report.
C . Are conclusions based on the data of the study
made known to the reader ?
If you consider the units as conclusions, yes;
but, if you are looking for the conclusions, you would
have a hard time picking them out from the quotations.
D. Is there included a program for progressive use
of the conclusions in education ?
The author states that she hopes that these units
will be taken and revised to meet local needs and tried
out in a real situation. In her conclusions, she says
that the units have been planned for ninth grade Home
Economics classes and approximately eighteen girls.
This thesis seens to be a good beginning in the
field of unit organization for Home Economics classes,
but it does not go deep enough into the method of unit
organization. She does not follow the true psychological
method of unit organization. She has part of the ideas,
but does not see the whole unit as a complete picture,
which is to bring about and ansv/er the criteria which
have been set up for a unit. The unit and unit assign-
ment need to be worked out more carefully before they
could be given to a class for study. It seems to be a
#€
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tea Cher -planned set of units and the poor pupil is left
with only a narrow choice of activities, which do not
care for individual differences.
t
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sooi-:e caIvD for ev/j
(Adapted fron the Score Card Tor a T'artcr'n Tae.r.'p ^?od by
of Education of Stanford Univers-.ty.
riliifcj of I'jirLAKcii r>'n:i'Y:
^ ^> >^ \\
r.
A.
B.
c.
tl.
A.
B.
20Tin; Hi.Cv.Aucii i^iiouLui.:.
To v/h.:t defy60
Ir, the pi'oblon clearly aiid concisely stated ?
1. Are dellnlta lions clearly esta'ollshcd ?. . . .
2« Are distinct quoritiona raised ?.
Is thoro a review of previous studies in the
field of this problem ? (Survey of 11 terature?-) •
.
Is there indication of a contribution ?
To pure linov;lcd::^e? . . •
(IVEIGHT 20 POri'l'S)
Of social value ?
td in
.ov/. ) .
LtO ?
islnc
C.
D.
l:.
TiiE nr,rj;Ai{CH "ijthod.
To what decree --
Is each of the major research mothods-Jt- usee
tliis study ? (Uae abbreviations clven bel(
Do the research methods chosen seem adoqual
(Use abbreviations given below.)...,.,.,.,,
Adeq\iate in the sense of the method being
1. Valid; would these metliods obtain the
desired data for solvlnc tlie problem?. .
2. Reliable: v/ould other Invortigationa uj
tiiesc methods yield similar results ? .
L'oed the method as a whold have lo^-ical so-
quonce ?
Is there provision for, and ev'.dencc of, ci
in the collection of data ?
1. Arc data handled by accepted procedures ?.,.
2. Are tiie data representative ar.iplin(;;s ?. . .
Is personal bias eliminated as far as Tiossiblo ?
(V.'UICllT 25 roiTfTi')
...
:are
A.
B.
process"
on of facts?
v/hen needed
CII.rnLT.nilTATIOIT.
To v/hat degree --
Is the reader led t}irou^3h a "thouj^ht
rather than an encyclopedic enumorat
Are facts, other than data, supi'^lled
for understai-ding the presentation ?...
1. Are facto necoysary for logical thought
processes supplied ? . . . .
2. Are facts necessary to establish naLure of
sources, and reliability of d?.ta, supplied ?.
Are possible doubvs and questions about the
problem raised and then left unanswered ?
1. Are the places v/hcre the study's limitations
impair its conclusl nis pointed out ?
G.
J
*/
J
1
3
JU-
9
r~
1
1
1
1
./
1
1
1 J
1 J
i
i J
.-J
1
1
)f
J //
1
1
1
rP.
1
1
J— i \y J.
1
1
1
i
- wii r
; ^
1
1
1
—J
T
1
1
1
!/ /
1. ... .
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Student's l.'ar.io:
TITLE: (Lc^iot^Ui, r^^r*^ ^
TO 31: Jirrci;]).
;
Is Irrelevazit notorial o:ccl-.ided, i.e., r.iatcr.ial
not pertinent to tlic i^roblom beln,c- 3i;idled?
l£ there evidence of accuracy in interpreting
the data presented in Uio study. ?
1. Do the reasons given for intoi*protatlona of
lata shov; souiid loj^ic ?....
2. iX) the Interpretations agree with thoco of
alir.ilar stv. dies ?..•••*••••••«•
Are devices used to facilitate understanding
the data presented and the report ?
Charts ?•.. T:iblea ?... Graphs ?... Etc.
1. Are these devices solf-explanatory
IV. in.CHAViicn. (\;j:io-iT 15 /oiittc)
To what dejjree
A. Is tlie diction, rhetoric, etc., acceptable ?•••
1. Is the use of v/ords and plirases appropriate,
consistent, and correct ? (Diction) . • . . •
2. DoDs EOiitence and laracraph construction mani-
fest unity and proper emphasis ? (Khotoric).
3. Does the punctuation and spelling follov/
acco;)ted standards ?.....
B. Ig tlie Biblio£;raphy an ex)iaustivo one ?
1. Are the entries properly v/rlttcn and
punctuated ?
2. Are the biblio^.raphical entries arrahred in
soiTio sound logical order ?
3. Are there annotations ? ....
C. Are tlie contents of the sti.idy readily located
tiirDUcIi properly ar:?a;j;ned lists ?
Of Contents ?.... Of Tables ?... Charts ?...
D. Are tables and cliarls readily interpreted
v/itiiout reading the tor.t
V
—
..
v'
V
/ J/
/
t/'
/
>^
V j
V
»/
r
1
)
/
1/
V
/
/
/
1/
)/
7
V. nu:"-.\i?Y Aim coNChur.i v;k:ciut 20 xoiiiTrO
To wiiat extent#Is tiiere a brief su.d.iary taking into account
each point raised in the ataterient of problcn?..
B. Is there on evaluation of bhe roaearch re. ort ?.
1. Pointinc to where it leads, and also to
whore it falls s'lort of solvini;;; the problem ?. .
2, Ansv/Mrinc "What is the viLuo of this study?"....
C. Are Conor cions barod on the data of the study
!.-..' ic'c I:nov7n to Uio reader ? •
D. Is- tliere Included a prof^Pv-n for procressivo use
of t-ic conclusions in education ? »

FOUR UNITS FOR HIGH-SCHOOL CLASSES
IN HOME ECONOMICS
-Muriel Scnith-
Abstract
:
Four units for high-school classes in home econon-
ics have been devised by Miss South. The names of these
units are as follows:
a. The Kitchen
b. Good Management in the Kitchen
c. Buying Foods
d. The Luncheon or Supper
Problem ;
Statement of the first unit is as quoted below:
"To work successfully in a kitchen^ each pupil must
be acquainted with kitchen planning and informed concern-
ing selection, arrangement, and value of equipment and
utensils. The kitchen is a food workshop. Good working
conditions in this shop make for health and happiness." l/
Delimitation ;
The unit is then delimited so as to include furni-
ture, size, kitchen plans, lighting, passageways, floor,
walls, woodwork, storage area, stove, refrigerator or ice
box, sink, table and cabinet tops, arrangement of equip-
1/ Muriel South, "Four Units for High-School Classes in
Home Economics," p. 1.

ment and utensils (small and large).
It is further divided into indirect and incidental
learning products^ which may be stated briefly as follows
a. Interest in Own Kitchen
b. Increased Vocabulary
c« Willingness to Try New Ideas
d. Ability to Judge Advertisements
and Sales Talks for True Values
e. Proper Arrangement
f • Use and Care for Equipment
g. Respect for Property
Unit Assip^nment :
The unit assignment followed and was divided into
six introductory activities, eighteen core experiences,
and twenty suggested activities. The six introductory
activities varied in their scope, as may be seen:
a. Glass Discussion of Ecxae Kitchens
b. Evaluate Pictures Pound in Maga-
zines
c« Objective Diagnostic Test-Covering
Delimitation of Unit
d. Visit Model Kitchen
e. Observe a Demonstration
f • Study Equipment List
Core Experiences ;
TWhen the class had completed some of those activ-
ities, they then went on to the core experiences, which
were presented to them in the form of a mimeographed
study and activity guide. Each pupil checked the list
of activities and chose the ones she wanted to fulfill.
The activities listed for choice were varied and when
1
completed would give the pupils a knowledge of the mate-
rial included in the unit and its delimitations. They
were varied enough to hold the interest of the pupils
and allow for individual differences of each pupil. Dem-
onstrations, plans, checklists, budgeting, score cards,
and displays, were all included in these activities, giv-
ing interest, variety, and knowledge to the pupils par-
ticipating in the unit.
Optional Activities :
If any pupil became interested and wanted to pursue
the unit further, she was given the opportunity to do so
by completing some or all of the "optional related activ-
ities." These were a little more difficult and time con-
suming than the core experiences.
References ;
A list of references for both teacher and pupil was
given.
Test :
Miss South devised her own objective diagnostic
test for the unit. It included true and false, matching,
checklists, and omitted words questions.
UNIT II
GOOD MANAGEMENT IN THE KITCHEN
Problem
:

statement of the unit is as follows: "To be effi-
cient in the kitchen, each pupil must learn to manage.
Skilled management of time, money, materials, and equip-
ment saves energy, money, worry, and disappointments
Working efficiently saves more time for other things." 2/
Delimitation ;
The delimitation of the unit followed and included
thirty itemized statements. These statements may be sum-
marized as follows:
1. Proper dress
2, Written plans
3# Work schedule
4. Reasons for result
5. Nutrition requirements of a meal
6. Intelligent selection of food
7. Table of measures
8. Economical use of time, material,
and equipment
9. How to wash dishes quickly
10. Cleaning the sink
11. Cleaning gas stove
12. Proper care of electric range
13. Proper operation of an electric
range
14. Utensils suited for an electric
range
15. How to cook on an electric stove
16. How to use the electric oven
17. Use of automatic time control
18. Types of pans for oven cookery
19. Care of broiler pan
20. Safety fuse
21. Time chimes
22. Drip pans
23. Care of refrigerator
24. Defrosting of refrigerator
2/ Muriel South, "Four Units for High-School Classes in
Home Economics," p. 25.

25. Care of ice box
26. Care of wet cloths
27. Prevention of fire and burns
28. Use of labor-saving devices
29. Reduction of cost of meals
30. PlacCTient of food in refrigerator
or ice box
Indirect Learning Products :
There were five indirect and incidental learning
products included in this unit. Briefly they were —
greater helpfulness, more interest in own home, skill
in caring for equipnent, making homework in the kitchen
easier, and ability to decrease time and effort of the
daily routine.
Unit Assignment ;
The unit assignment was very carefully worked out
and gave six suggestions for activities to start the
study of the unit. Miss South suggests that one or more
of the following activities be chosen to arouse the in-
terest of the pupils in the material to be presented in
this unit. They include an objective diagnostic test,
class discussion, a display of kitchen gadgets, and pupil's
question box.
Core Experiences ;
The mimeographed study and activity guide presented
many interesting and worthwhile activities^ which would
add to the knowledge of the pupils completing the sug-

gested activities. These activities were varied enough
to reach every pupil and yet allowed for individual in-
terests and needs, A fev/ of them are briefly stated as
follows
:
1. Discussion of personal appearance
2. Visit to school lunchroom
3. Establishment of personal standards
4» List of qualities needed by a good
manager
5. Plan steps in getting a meal
6. Compare plans
7. Try out plans at home
8. Study cook book found at hone
9« List things that will be helpful
to you
10. Demonstrate how to measure
11. What help should you give at home?
12. Demonstrate how to wash dishes
13. Write directions for cleaning some
piece of large equipment
14. Study advertisements for electric
stoves
15. What fuels are available in your
community?
16. Inventory of utensils in own home
17. Exhibit labor-saving devices
18. Demonstrate how to open various
types of cans
19. How reduce cost of meals?
20. Prepare breakfasts and compare
results
21. Take charge of bulletin board
Optional Activities ;
A long list of optional related activities were
given, from which the pupils could choose the ones they
were interested in and wanted to complete. They varied
from making score cards, posters, activities in the kiteh-

en with actual equipment, responsibility for regular
housekeeping job, cleaning schedule, improve working
habits, placement list for equipment, debate on dish-
washing, find the most efficient way of cleaning pots
and pans, find out what cleaning supplies are on the
market, list of ways of wasting time, demonstrate the
cleaning of a gas stove, plan arrangements for the bul-
letin board, report on articles found in magazines, which
deal with this unit, and explain several quotations and
show their bearing on this unit.
References ;
Twenty references were included for both teacher's
and pupil's use in connection with the preparation and
study of this unit.
Test :
There was an objective diagnostic test which had
seven parts and was composed of true and false, match-
ing, checklists, and cc»npletion questions.
UNIT III
BUYING FOODS
Problem:
General statement of the unit — "To help purchase
those foods which the family buys, the pupil should have

reliable information about, and should give intelligent
thought to, the problem of food buying. It is necessary
to know how well the family can be nourished on the amount
of money which the family can afford to spend for food."
3/
Unit Assignment ;
The delimitation of the unit followed with forty
statements, which may briefly be summarized as follows:
1, Meaning of food budget
2« Proportion of money spent for
food
3» Planning of menus
4. List information to be checked
on ( size, etc.
)
5. Check staples
6. Buy staples in large quantity
7. List of large sizes and quantities
8. Personal selection of food
9. How to determine which stores to
patronize
10. Guides to influence us in buying
11. Regulation of advertising material
12. Grades of food
13. Quality and grade
14. Honest weight - buy there
15. Seals of approval
16. Types of retail markets
17. Best time to buy
18. Personal shopping
19. Telephone shopping
20. Season for food
21. Special sales
22. Waste in buying
23. Knowledge of weights
24. Buy in bulk
25. Ready-to-serve foods
26. Emergency shelf
3/ Muriel South, "Four Units for High-School Classes in
Home Economics," p. 45.
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27. Criticism of unworthy products
28. Production and distrit»ution of
product
29. Extra cost of ready-to-serve
foods
30. Variation of weight in canned
foods
31. Test brands
32. Qualifications for fresh foods
33. Dried fruits
34. Pasteurized milk
35. Eggs
36. Cheese
37. Bread
38. Meat
39. Butter
40. Federal Pood, Drug and Cosmetic
Act
Indirect Learning Products ;
The indirect learning products were limited to five
in number, which were all concerned with the increased
knov/ledge of the pupils in buying, evaluation of pur-
chases, and "realization of the inadequacies of the
present food laws." 4/
Unit Assignment ;
Introductory activities seemed very well worked
out for this unit. They included a trip to Panueil Hall
market, a discussion of an article, good food buys made,
survey of class for buying time, readings, and an objec-
tive diagnostic test.
Core Experiences ;
4/ Muriel South, "Four Units for High-School Classes in
Home Economics," p. 56.

On the mimeographed study and activity guide may
be fovmd some of the following activities and suggested
ideas
:
1. Levels of incomes
2. Amount of money spent on food
3. iuost made out of every dollar
4. Advantages and disadvantages of
menu planning
5. Three days ' meals planned
6. Staples on hand, size and quantity
7. Watch others shop
8. Compare prices in different stores
9. Map of stores within walking dis-
tance
10. Score card for marketing
11. Score two stores
12. Methods of protecting food in stores
13. Readings
14. Food advertisements
15. Market news on radio
16. Two labels from canned fruit and
vegetables
17. How much can be saved a year
18. Seals of approval and what they
mean
19. Types of food stores
20. Nutritive food study
21. Costly versus graded and carefully
chosen foods
22. Cost in relation to nutritive value
23. Waste of poor food
24. Compare fresh and canned milk
25. Buy and weigh a dozen eggs
26. Important points about buying fruits
and vegetables
27. Learn sizes and quantities contained
in them
28. Compare ready-to-serve cole slaw and
that, that you made
29. Study the Federal Pood, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act of 1938
30. List what should go on an emergency
shelf
31. Test the values of two brands
•
32. Exhibits — table and bulletin
board
33. Work in committees and set up a
store
Optional Activities ;
Activities for further study and consideration for
pupils who wish to pursue this unit further and acquire
more knowledge. These activities, like the ones in the
other units, are varied and hold much in store for the
pupils v/ho fulfill their requirements. Some of the most
interesting and basic activities are as follows:
1. Prepare a short skit, related to
unit
2. Check staples in school lab
3. Buy the food for your family
some day
4. How is the war changing our food
habits?
5. Make a poster
6. Trace one staple from plant to
table
7. Tentative menus
8. Ten foods purchased regularly in
the home
9. Have v/e had rationing before this
war?
10. Amount of time spent in the purchase
of food
11. "Tips on buying"
12. Plan a debate on material related to
this unit
13. Visit a wholesale market
14. Plan a score card for buying
15. Compute cost of cheese in various
forms
16. Compare cost of staples in large and
small quantities
17. Comparative cost of fresh and stored
foods
18. Make a table of No. 17 for the bul-
letin board
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References
:
Seventeen references for the teacher and pupils
• were given, which included a wide variety of hooks and
pamphlets for use in the fulfillment of the requirements
of the unit.
Test:
As in the other two units there is an objective
diagnostic test, which is constructed as they were. '
UNIT IV
THE LUNCHEON OR SUPPER UNIT
Problem ;
Statement of the unit "To plan, purchase, pre-
pare, and serve adequate luncheons or suppers, which are
in accordance with the income of the family and the neces-
sity of present war economies, one must know: (1) the
nature of an adequate diet, (2) the relation of food to
health, (3) principles of food preparation, and (4) the
necessity of considering cost in planning meals." 5/
Delimitation :
There were seventy delimitating statements for this
unit^ which are all very important for the full insight
into the unit, so they are briefly stated below:
1. A balanced dietary of three meals
5/ Muriel South, "Pour Units for High-School Glasses in
Home Economics," p, 80.
#
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2. Factors which should be included
in each meal
3. Supper or luncheon should contain
one-third calories
4. Daily diet
5. Milk
6. Uses of milk
7» Use of various forms of milk
8. Milk in beverages
9. Soups and chowders
10. Homemade and canned soups
11. Fish and shellfish chowders
12. Cream soups
13. White sauces
14. Q^alities of a cream soup
15. Garnishes for soups
16. Use of creamed dishes
17. Left-over foods
18. Desserts—using milk
19. Desserts --using thickenings
20. Planning of desserts
21. Qualities of a good dessert
22. Use of eggs in desserts
23. Use of cornstarch in puddings
24. Junket
25. Milk sherbe«J:3
26. One egg a day in the diet
27 . Souffle
28. Slow oven and what foods need it
29. Frosting from eggs
30. Vegetable plates
31. Cooking of vegetables
32. Boiling vegetables
33. Frozen foods
34. Steaming
35. Baked vegetables
36. Use of canned vegetables
37. Service of luncheon
38. Use of raw vegetables
39. Length of time for cooking vegetables
40. Salads
41. ''Qualities of a salad
42. Base of salads
43. Foods containing cellulose
44. Washing of fruits and vegetables
45. Minerals in fruits and vegetables
46. Classification of vegetables
47. Season of fruits and vegetables
48. Fresh fruits for luncheon

49. Canned fruits
50. Dried fruits
51. Frozen fruits
52. Citrus fruits
53. Economy of dried fruit
54. Defrosting of frozen fruits
55. Hot main luncheon dish
56. List of such foods
57. Dried peas and beans
58. Macaroni, etc.
59. Cheese
60. Protein foods
61. Breads and cereals
62. Use of oatmeal
63. Luncheon breads
64. Dark breads
65. Purchasing of bread
66. Sugar
67. Sugar substitutes
68. "Enriched" flour
69. Helpful hints in making muffins
70. Biscuit dough desserts
Unit Assignment ;
The unit assignment then followed, with several
introductory activities for the pupils to pursue. These
activities are a very good way to get the unit started.
They are used to arouse interest and to "start the ball
rolling." A brief summary of them would include these
points illustration of a good health program, pictures,
talk by doctor or dentist, report on favorite recipes,
and objective diagnostic test.
Core Exp eriences ;
The core experiences are listed on a mimeographed
study and activity guide and contain some of the follow-
ing:

1. List of essential foods
2. Well-balanced diet (plan one)
3. What factors influence what we eat?
4. Demonstrate 100 calorie portions
5. How many calories did you have for
lunch?
6. What are the milk substitutes and
forms?
7. Three days' food consumption
8. Prepare two cream soups
9. Plan four luncheon menus
10. Characteristics of white sauce
11. Prepare a chowder
12. Characteristics of a creamed main
dish
13. Plan four luncheon menus
14. Choose and plan a dish to prepare
which may be served for supper
15. List all egg dishes you know
16. Characteristics of croquettes
17. Desirable characteristics of
desserts
18. Recipes using milk
19. Plan heavy, light, and medium
desserts
20. What substances may be used for
thickenings.''
21. Report the nutritional values of
eggs
22. Prepare five unfamiliar desserts
23. How to use left-over foods
24. Prepare a puffy omelet
25. When boiling vegetables, what must
you watch for?
26. List supper vegetables
27. List six ways to conserve vitamin C
28. Hov; to use frozen foods
29. Display different salad greens
30. Food value of salads
31. Desirable characteristics of salads
32. Wash vegetables before using
33. What use should we make of proteins?
34. Prepare an exhibit of desserts
35. Prepare variations of muffins and
biscuits
#
Optional Activities ;
Optional related activities were given and they
were varied in their difficulty of completion and amount
of knowledge gained. Write an article for publication,
visit the dairy, demonstrate the ways of making white
sauce, give an oral report on a meat substitute, prepare
an exhibit of 100 calorie portions, visit an ice cream
factory, help mother prepare the supper or luncheon, re-
port the preparation, demonstrate the proper way to open
a head of lettuce, how to unmold a gelatin salad, prepare
left-over foods, arrange a display of salads, collect pic
tures and recipes that might be used for the luncheon you
are going to give, and investigate the manufacture of
cheese, are some of the optional related activities that
the pupils could choose from, in order to ccxnplete the
requirements for the unit.
References ;
As always in a unit. Miss South included a long
list of references which would help the pupils and teach-
ers in this unit.
Test ;
The ever-present objective diagnostic test was also
included, with its usual type of questions.
f
Conclusion ;
Miss South summarizes her thesis by giving "the
results of teaching two units, the kitchen, and good
management in the kitchen, by the unit method." 6/ She
explains what equipment and changes were made within
the classroom before the unit method v/as put into prac-
tice. The units were presented immediately after mid-
year exams, so Miss South omitted the objective diagnos-
tic test before the units were started. She compared
the results of using the unit method with that of pre-
vious classes who had used the old method of instruction.
The classes were asked if they wanted to participate in
the new method of learning and they all agreed. The re-
sults of the use of these two units was determined by
asking the pupils to describe in a few words what they
thought of the unit method of learning. They responded
with the following words: interesting; helpful; we were
on our own, and I liked that; we really knew what it was
all about when a test came; it is easier; it was differ-
ent; it wasn't boring; we have more time to learn; liked
fewer tests; got enjoyment out of activities; liked pu-
pil demonstrations; keeps one on the alert; always scxne-
thing to do; learned more than in the other way; there
6/ M\iriel South, "Pour Units for High-School Glasses in
Home Economics," p. 128.
c «
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was too mucli writing; it was a little complicated, at
first, but once you get used to it, it's all right; it
was harder to learn the work in this way; nice way to
make you learn; teacher knows before a test what the
pupil is doing; gives the pupils a chance to cooperate
more; would have liked more demonstrations; disliked it
because it was harder to learn; easier to have one text-
book; not enough discussion, so likely to skip over the
point of things.
Miss South feels that more learning was achieved
by this unit method, because there were no failures on
the final test of the unit. The comments that the pu-
pils made were wise ones and Miss South is going to in-
corporate them when she next teaches the unit. She felt
that "more references were needed at the end of each ac-
tivity, that pupil demonstrations proved very popular,
and that the students put great effort into doing them
well, that more pooling of experiences would have bene-
fited the pupils, that the unit method gave the teacher
a better chance of seeing the pupil point of view, that
the slower pupils were more willing to try, that more
time was available to the teacher to help the slower
pupils, and that pupils offered ideas more often when
c<
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using the unit method." 7/
This method of teaching made more work for the
teacher and was something^ which could not be set up
in a hurry and be expected to function to the optimium.
Miss South ends her thesis with "the teacher has a chance
to guide and enjoy the problem solving of her pupils." 8/
Evaluation:
I The Research Problem:
"This thesis is concerned with the developing of
four units of work in home economics at the secondary
level." 9/ It seems to me that this is a very clear
and concise statement of the problem at hand; but, it
needs to have a statement of the sub-problems, or in
this case, the titles of the four units, which are go-
ing to be devised. If one consults the table of con-
tents, he finds a clear outline of the topics to be
covered by the four units and I feel that these are
really the unwritten sub-problems; i. e., you, as a
reader, have to formulate your own sub-problems.
Delimitation:
The problem is delimited, for Miss South says
that the four units of work are based on certain basic
7/ Muriel South, "Four Units for High-School Glasses in
Home Economics," p. 131.
8/ Ibid, p. 132.
9/ Muriel South, "Four Units for High-School Classes in
Home Economics," p. iv.
•
c(L
principles, which were taken from "Fundamentals of Sec-
ondary-School Teaching" by Roy 0. Billett. She goes on
to say — "The units state in simple language just what
new capacities for and tendencies toward behavior the
pupils are to have an opportiinity to achieve, and in-
clude definite planned problem situations where each pu-
pil, according to his aptitudes, abilities, interests,
and aims, may meet to some degree these desired capaci-
ties and tendencies by the problem-solving route." There
are two more delimitations which were stated, one of which
was that two of the units had been presented to a class
to see how this method would compare to previous ones,
and the other was "to verify v/hich activities do and
which do not produce results so that improvements may
be made." lo/ Neither of these was done to test the
validity of the method, for that would take more than
one class and more than one trial. Validity and relia-
bility must be tested over a period of years if they are
to be established and norms, etc., set up for the method
employed.
I feel that the problem is very worth-while, for it
contains material that is necessary for the high-school
class in home economics to master and to have at their
10/ Ibid, p. V.
c
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command, if they are to go out into the world as better
home makers and more fully prepared for their place in
this complex world of ours. Little work has been done
in the field of home economics along the line of unit
method of presentation and Miss South has made a very
excellent beginning. With the unit method of presen-
tation more work can be put across and more pupil par-
ticipation may be used. This method allows for individ-
ual differences. It takes more time in preparing a unit
of work when the psychological approach is used; but I
feel, as Miss South does, that the pupils gain more from
the work than they do from a single textbook course of
study.
Contribution ;
This thesis contains valuable material in the units,
references, and diagnostic tests, which make it a worth-
v/hile contribution to education. Home economics has been
divided up into cooking and sewing for almost all of its
history and educators have begun to see that this is the
WDong approach to the problem. Home economics should be
class work, which should be carried on along the same
lines that it would be in the home. These units are de-
vised, so that they could be carried on in a general home
economics shop, similar to the general shop, in which

the industrial arts people are advising.
Questions ;
There were no distinct questions raised in the the-
sis proper; but there v/ere many present in the units* I
feel that some might have been raised and perhaps they
would have been the sub -problems and helped to fulfill
this part of a perfect research problem.
Previous Studies ;
Little mention was made of previous studies in the
field; in fact. Miss South only mentioned that little
had ever been done in the field of home economics on the
\mit method of organization* The bibliography lists many
studies and books, which have been published on the sub-
ject; but no mention was made of than in the units pre-
paired. The only use made of these references was v/hen
she wanted the pupils to refer to them to acquire some
information for the requirements of the unit.
I have already spoken of the contribution, which
I feel Miss South has made to the field of home economics.
This thesis is really a contribution of social value for
it prepares the people participating in the covirse with
a better understanding of nutrition, buying, kitchen ar-
rangement, and good management, than they would have had
with the older method of textbook learning and little

chance for actual participation in the activities listed.
One of the real contributions to pure knowledge is that
the pupils have a chance to learn by actually doing and
I feel that that is very important, especially in home
economics, for a great many of the duties which have to
be performed have to be acquired by touch and actual com-
pletion of the task. We need more work of this kind in
home economics,
II The Research Method ;
A* Is each of the ma.jor research methods used in this
study?
This thesis uses the causal comparative method of
research, for Miss South ccxnpares the results of using
the unit method with the results obtained by the old
method where the teacher plans everything. There is not
a control group present and no data are given; therefore,
it is not the experimental method. She also leaves out
the first test at the beginning of the period and this
is necessary in experimental research. Miss South is
developing units and very little has been done in this
field, so it could not be a true normative survey type
of research. She gives very little of the historical
background and I feel that a little more would be help-
ful to the reader in understanding how the units were de-
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veloped.
B. Do the research methods chosen seem adequate ?
It seems to me that this is more a progress report
than pure research; therefore, none of the research me-
thods were applied in their pure form, but were modified
to fit the problem. I have made a few suggestions above
about the methods used. I gathered from the thesis that
Miss South had a very good knowledge of methods and pro-
cedures and that she had modified them to suit her prob-
lem.
The developments of the units would be a service
problem. The validity and reliability seem to be quite
well established. She has tried out two of the units
and has this experience to base her conclusions on.
C. Does the method as a whole have a logical sequence ?
I feel that the thesis has logical sequence, for
the units are developed so that they would form a logi-
cal series and might be used in a program for home econ-
omics classes. The whole thesis is one of logic with the
psychological method used throughout.
D. Is there provision for, and evidence of, care in
collection of data ?
The data collected showed evidence of care in col-
lection. This data was in the form of responses made by
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the pupils of what they thought of the unit method of
learning. Miss South has tabulated the results and they
are self-explanatory and are handled by accepted proce-
dures. I wish that Kiss South had carried her conclu-
sions further and made charts and tables showing the re-
sults of the unit method as compared with the old form
of teaching. Perhaps she will do this at a later date,
for it would contribute a great deal to the field of
home economics.
E« Is personal bias eliminated as far as possible?
I feel that Miss South was not biased and that she
used the objective approach to the whole thesis, except
when she told how the units worked out when she tried
them out in her own classes.
Ill Presentation ;
A. Is the reader led through a "thought process" rather
than an encyclopedic en\imeration of facts ?
The whole Thesis was one of logical thought pro-
cesses, for the author went from her introduction to the
various units, which were all full of thought processes.
The only time facts were given was when they were needed
to gain a clearer picture of what was being stated.
B. Are facts, other than data, supplied when needed
for understanding the presentation ?
L
rr
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Pacts are necessary to determine the sources, re-
liability, and logical thought processes of the unit»
The data given had to be supplemented by facts.
C. Are possible doubts and questions about the problem
raised and then left unanswered?
There were no definite questions raised and the in-
ferred questions were all answered either in the units
or in the conclusions and summary of the thesis. Each
unit has questions which are supposed to be answered by
the pupils and teacher together, and, of course, these
are not answered as they are part of the unit assignment.
D. Is irrelevant material excluded?
I felt that there was not any irrelevant material
present. The material given was all needed for a clear
understanding of the problem at hand.
E. Is there evidence of accuracy in interpreting the
data presented in study?
The data presented was interpreted and proven ac-
curate by sound logic and agreement with other studies
of this kind.
P. Are devices used to facilitate understanding the
data presented and the report?
Charts, tables, and graphs, were not given; but the
data was tabulated and that was all that was needed in
this particular problem. Previously I mentioned that it
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seemed to me that charts and tables would have added to
the usefulness of the thesis; but I feel that they were
omitted because Miss South had not had time to suffi-
ciently try out the units and she did not want to give
any false impressions of her work,
IV Mechanics:
A, Is the diction, rhetoric, etc.. acceptable?
The use of words and phrases are appropriate, con-
sistent, and correct. The paragraphs and sentence con-
struction manifest unity and proper emphasis upon the
problem. They are all very carefully thought out, as
is the punctuation and spelling, which is according to
accepted standards,
B, Is the biblioeraDhv an exhaustive one?
I do not feel that the bibliography is an exhaus-
tive one, but it is very carefully worked out and only
the material which pertained to the problem was included.
Miss South has a very good bibliography at the end of
each unit, which is for the teacher-pupil use in the
working of the unit.
These entries are not made according to Good, Barr,
and Scates, but they are all carefully and consistently
done, in orderly fashion.
There are a few annotations, which are correctly
made.

C. Are the contents of the study readily located
through properly arranged lists ?
It seems to rae that the order of this thesis and
the contents are very readily located. There Is a table
of content and each of the units are easily found, for
the contents give the pages of the statement and all of
the parts of the unit,
D. Are tables and charts readily Interpreted without
reading the text ?
No tables given.
V Summary and Conclusions :
A» Is there a brief summary taking Into account each
point raised In the statement of the problem?
Yes, there Is a summary of each point raised In
the statement of the problem. The summary gives the
results of trying two of the units in class and brings
out the advantages of this method to the teacher and to
the pupil.
B, Is there an evaluation of the research report ?
This thesis answers the question of where it is
going, how it goes there, and what has to be done. It
also tells where it falls short of the problem.
C. Are conclusions based on the data of the study
made known to the reader?
Miss South made very clear the results of the data
collected and told what she did with the list of reasons
r(
why the pupils liked the unit method of learning. She
proves the point that this is not an easier method for
the teacher or the pupil and that it takes a great deal
more time and preparation than the one-book method of
teaching and learning.
D. Is there included a r>rogrram for progressive use of
the conclusions in education ?
Miss South hopes that more home economics teachers
will become interested in the unit method of presentation
and that they will use her units and point out their weak-
nesses and strengths.
It seems to me that this is a very carefully worked
out thesis and that it contains a wealth of material for
the home economics teacher, especially if she is working
in a system which has a reorganized program of study. I
have tried to point out the defects, which I have found.
They are not as much defects as points on which I differ
with Miss South.
I have used two of the units and found the same re-
sults that Miss South did; namely, that it takes more
time in preparation and planning and also in presenta-
tion than the old one-textbook method. I felt, however,
that the pupils really had learned more than they did
previously.
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"A STTJDY OF THE RESULTS OP PLANI^^ING FOR HOl^'E ECONOMICS
. EDUCATION IN THE SOUTHERN
^ STATES"
_.Druzilla Cfary Kent.-
Abstract
;
Problems
"It is the purpose of this study to analyze
rather than evaluate, a selective series of plans and
reports fro home economics education in an effort to
obtain a clearer understanding of the functions and
possibilities of planning in the development of home
economics in the vocational program. "1/
Procedure t
Data wa-s collected from State report?, and from
the plans of Southern States filed in the U.^. Off ice of
Education .These reports and plans v;ere surveyed to see
v/hat the education of all v.-hite children was in home ec-
onomics prior to the passing of the Smith-Hughes Act and
the George-Reed Act.
"Homemaking Education in the VvTiite Public Sch-
ools of the South Prior to 1918. "2/
'"'•his chapter summarized the following:
. l.The training of teachers was not stressed.
f 2.1917 one normal school in each State offer-
ed a course in home economics , which was two years and
stressed just cooking and sewing.
3. Five States require at least two electives
1/Druzilia Crary Kent. "A Study of the Results of planning
~Eor Home Economics Education In the Southern States , "p .2
,
2/lbld.p.5.
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in home economics of all women in normal schools.
4. Some States had a more comprehensive course
than others.
5. University of Texas, University of Tennessee,
University of Arkansas , and Oklahoma Agriculture and
Mechanical Collefi;e all had four year courses.
6. Home management house and cottae:es were
found in two places.
7. Five States published courses of stu^dy
in home economics with the following areas covered:
cooking, sewing,millinery, home sanitation, and home
nursing.
S.Oklahoma had adopted texts.
9. High school course of study 1-4 years ;but
the 4 year course was wasteful.
10.1917 each State had made provision for
home economics.
11. 1917-f ound one State making a provision,
for a supervision of home economics programs.
"Plans for the Organization and Administration of
Home Jiconomics Education in the Vocational program
in the Southern Regions Prom 1917- 1933. "3/
1. The funds received for home economics
education in the Region were very small.
2. Larger allotments fiinder George-Reed Act.
3. No definite policy established.
4. Increasing allotments to evening schools.
5. Little of the funds alloted to part-time
schools.
6. Amount c-^- differentiation not determined
until 1927.
7.No definite amount set for State and local
funds to be expended.
8. Home economics programs were developing
within the States.
"Provisions for Teaching ^ome Economics to be In&de
by Local Districts . "4/
l.The standards and equipment varied from
State-to-State with the largest ^'ariation in the period
3/Druz ilia, era ry Kent, "A Study of the^Results of nlanninsf^or the Home Ecbnomica Education in the Southern States, **p.
4/lbid,D.34.

1927-1932.
2. Home like situations were emphasized in 1932.
3. The equipment requirements v;ere ?Teneral;but
a greater interest in unit kitchens was seen.
4. Cost of equipment given in plans and neither
was a plan for maintenance ;but it was stated that
.^;i;5.00
a year was adequate.
5. Part-time and evening school was specific,
6.Effort was made to have part-time and even-
ing schools in the homes of students.
"Qualifications of Teachers In Schools Below
College Level"5/
1. Decided change in qualifications from 1917-
1933. 2, Qualifications similar to those of other high
school subjects.
3.1927 a teacher had to be graduated from a 4
year course in home economics and be trained for vocat-
ional school teaching.
4. Variation from 8tate-to-State was seen by exam-
ining the approved teacher-trair ing curricular.
5. Nine States required two years practical ex-
perience iin homemaklng.
6. Since 1919 all States required a course in
special methods and supervised teaching in home economics
7. No previous experience needed,
8. Qualifications based on training rather than
health etc. -these were rigid.
9. Part-time and evening schools had lower stand-
ards, lo. Qualifications varied and have to study
State reports to flind out what v/as done.
"Methods of Instruction"6/
1. More training and more time for home econoM-
ics have chan!?'ed the vocational schools methods of teach-
ing.
2. Home economics curriculum expanded to include
homemaklng.
3.1919-had laboratory and discussion period.
5/Druzilla Crary Kent, "A Study of the Results of Planning
for Home Economics Education in the Southern States, "p.
6/lbid,p.48.
i
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4.Early instruction based on logical organiz-
ation of subject matter and now based on problems of
students
.
5.1927 home project method used.
6.Definite time for supervision of home project
given.
"Supervision of the ^'rofi^rara"?/
I. 1917- twelve States had full time supervisior.
2,1927-seven States had assistant supervisors.
3.1919 on have had in-service- training of tea-
chers
.
4. State supervisors.
5. A. Variation of amount of vocational exper-
ience needed;but practical experience in homemaking req-
uirement.
B» 1922-supervisor must have graduated from
an approved four year college course in home economics.
C. Graduate study now required of State
supervisor.
D. Professionsl requirements are increas-
ing.
E.Maturity and leadership ability needed,
F.Minimium age of 25 years.
5. Improvement of teachers first duty supersris-
ors
.
6. No methods sugges ted-mostly ex'^erimental
.
7. Promotion emphasized.
8. Promotion proc-ram is general and not specific.
8.1927 more variation in experience require-
ments than training requirements.
^
lo.Five States have general statemetns of
requirements for local supervision.
II. Professionsl training less for local
supervisior.
12. Five year plan was flexible.
12.1929State supervisors pro^^rans showed some
experimentation within the prorram.
14. Improvement of Instruction and training still
most important job of supervisors.
15.
"Training Teachers of ^ome Economics Vocat-
ional Schools"8/
1. Number of entrance units required varied with
entrance standards in the different States.
2. High School graduation required in all States.
3. One State required two entrance units of home
-^/Ppr^ioral Scon^mi"cs^l:ducal^ oX fn ^lie §ou^^ern'^^tl^es?p»§0.

economics
.
4. 1919-twelve States had four year cours^ln
home economics.
5. Colleee eraduation hours varied from 120-
144 plus 180 quarter hours, 64 year hours, 198 term hours
and 72 unit hours were reported iji four States.
6. After 1919 they required special methods in
home economics, residence in a home manap;ement house, and
supervised teaching,
7. 1927-greatest uniformity in professional
subjects
.
8.1927-less time to foods and clothincT and
mote time to child care and homemanar:ement
.
9.1927-1932 content of the college courses for
home economics majored preparation to teach in vocation-
al school showed wide variation.
"Reports of the Development of riome -Economics
in Vocational Schools in the Southern
Region from 1918-1953"9/
1.1922 each State had a full-time supervisor
and 1932 ten States had local supervisors.
2 , Supervis ion has been comparative and the
promotion, development^, and intej^ration of all phases of
the program left to supervisors.
3. Expenditures of States and local funds far
exceeded that of Federal funds in home economics.
4. Increasing local and State expenditures
after L929.
5.1936 626 flay school 1,025 evening schools
and five part-time school centers were reported.
6
.
Improvement of instruction major responsib-
ility of the State supervisor ;but increasing emphasis
rested with classroom teachers.
7.New methods for teaching horaeeconoraics were
the result of the curriculum in vocational schools-mainly
home pro ject, supervised observation, and the problem method^
8. Instruct ion based on home preblems determin-
ed thru home and community courses-local rather than
State courses of study.
9. Pro'^rams developed by conference method,
10. Meeds of community and pupils determined
present practices , suitable material, organization and
placement of subject matter, plans for training teachers
formulated, and practibility of pro?;ram v/ere studied before
9/Druzilla Crary Kent, "A Study of the Results of Planning
for Home Economics Eduation in the Southern States, "p.90.

final program was determined.
ILHoaie projects required.
12. Under Federal Board of Vocational Education
a choice of programs was allowed (George-Reed Act).
13 . Systematic organization of adult classes in
hoemaking education.
14. Evening school began with a class in foods
and clothing-then broadened out.
15.1929-1955 prop;ram extended to men and boys.
le.Supervisi on of home projects done for a
period after school closed for the year in June.
17. Courses of study and newsletters were most
often carried on.
18. Publications emphasized standards for first
years period.
19 . Publicat ions emphasized local problems last
five years of period.
20. Increasing etaphasis on vocational experience,
2lQ,ualif ications for evening school teachers
lower than for day school,
22. Increasing number of lessons taught be stud-
ent teachers.
25. Number of lessons observed by student tea-
chers varied.
24,Wide variety of community services rendered.
Conclus ions
;
1. A consistent development of a comprehensive
educational program fcias resulted from planning.
2. plans and reports offer a systematic record
of its organizationa and administration.
3. Administration has meant a "diffusions "of
leadership within the Ren; ion.
4. Program adapted to local situation.
5. Provision for Individual differences under acts
Recommendations ;
1. Planning should be included in every teacher-
training institution offering home economics to future
teachers.
2. That State plans develop on objective basis.
3. That State plans allow a choice of program.
4i
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needed
.
4. Evaluation of program in terms of plan is
5, Specific achievement in local community.
6. Federal aid-should make some provision for
"The attainment of standards under a variety of conditions^l
Evaluation ;
Problem
;
"It is the purpose of this study to analyze,
rather than evaluate, a selected series of plans and
reports for home economics education in an effort to
obtain a clearer understanding of the functions and
possibilities of planning in the vocational program. "11/
This problem was stated clearly and was written in good
English.
Delimitations
;
This study v^as limited to home economics '
programs in Southern white schools , which are
under the Smith-Hughes or the George-Reed Acts (for voc-
ational education ) .The Region covered Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Louis ana, Mississippi ,North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas , and Virginia. The del-
imitations were clearly given and the reader did not have
to derive them for himself .No definite questions were
raised.
lO/Druzilla Crary Kent, "A Study of the Results of planning
for Home Economics Kducttion in the Southern States, "p. 13fe
ll/lbid,p.2."
•\
Source of Data:
Literature composed, of yeartooks and official
publications (State and Federal-i5-gave the historical back-
gounds of the development of home economics in the white
public schools of the Southern States.
U.S. Office of ^^ducation-a complete file of
plans of the twelve Southern States for the fifteen
year period was studied.
The statistical and discriptive reports for each
five year period v/ere studied. The conference reports were
used to supplement the State reports as v/ere the supple-
mentary reports of the State Divisions of Voc':^tional
Education
.
Method of Collecting and Testing Data;
The information secured from the literature
was recorded on 5"by 8" cards. The State plans were org-
anized and the statement of plans copied. The a frequency
table and a summary table were developed. These data v/ere
studied to determine:
"l.any simiarities or differences in the
plans for the various State programs.
2. the directions of planning within the
Region and within the individual States.
3. The relation of the plans to be devel-
oped and the program. "12/
The annual reports from the States were analy
zed, grouped under headings , frequency table constructed,
and summarized.
12/Druzilla Crary Kent, "A Study of the Results of Planning
for fihme Economics Education in the Southern States, "p.
3
i
All were studied to see the "results achieved,
evidences of attempts to evaluate the pro?;ram, the relat-
ion of the reported eesults to the plans set up for the
development of the program and the significant trends
within the home economics program in this Region. "13/
Limitation of data ;
Historical-limited to officaial publications
which gave the development of home economics education
in twelve Southern States. ^lans and reports-official
plans, reports, and publications of the State Poard for
Vocational Education in the Southern Region for 1917-
1933 period were used. All of the data was easily under-
standable and the tables were carefully labeled and
could be understood without reading the whole report.
Kg excessive data was included. The tables and charts
helped to clearify the written amterial.
Re 3 e arch_J.!e thod r
This is a survey and uses the survey method
to solve the problem;but makes use of the historical
method to secure the background of the literature and
the home economics movement in the Southern States.
The validity and reliablity are hot Kiven
as this report only surveys what has been done during
a definite period.
13/Druzilla Crary Kent, "A Study of the Results of Planni
for Home Economics in the Southern States, "p. 4.
4i
The report is very well written for the sent-
ences and phrases follow a logical sequence and convey-
to the reader a definite message, I'he paragraphs and
othe parts of the report are grammatically correct.
Findings and Conclusions;
These were stated in detail in the abstract
and will not be repeated here.
Value of the report to education?
No definite questions were left in the mind
of the readeras to the educational value of the report.
The emphasis was on the core curriculum and this is a
very important contribution to educat ion, because there
has not been too much written on the subject in home
economics and this report shovirs what can be done in a
short time and the method to take to accomplish it.
Conclusions ;
The programs of homemaking education organ-
ized under the national vocational education acts in
twelve States , represented an orderly and consistent
development v/ithin a relatively short time and that
there had been a steadily increasing diffusion of
leadership rather than a concentration of leadership
in a purely administrative grade;but she pointed out
the need for experimentation and greater consideration
of ways in which the pro'^r^m could be adapted to local
I
si tuat Ions .The report culminated in a series of findings
and recommendations, which would appear to be significant
for educational planning in general.
This dissertation was written previous to 1938
but is here included as one doctorate dissertation was
required in Dr. Hanson's course and I was unable to
locate the orginal of one during my five year period.
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1. Are the places v/hcre the study's llnltatlons
its conclusions r^ointcd out ?.
,
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Is irrelevant lUiborial e:ccliided, i.e., r.iatcrial
not pertinent to tiio probloni bein.r; at:id Led? . . . .
.
Ic tJi-ere cvidGnco oi* accuracy in iiiterfjretlng
the data prT;sented in the study ? •
1. Do the rear.ons given for intorprotatlonfl of
data show sound lo<;ic ?«.•••••••••
2. IX) the Interpretations a^^ree with those of
similar studies
Are devices used to fucilitnte understanding
the data presented and the report ? •••••
Charts ?... Tables ?.,. Graphs ?... Etc.
1. Are these de/ico3 self-explanatory ?....•
CV. ..:ICr. (WEIG-iT 15 .'OITTVC)
To v/hat dejjree
A. Is tlie diction, rhe boric, etc., acceptable ?•••
1. Is the use of v/orda and plirasos appropriate,
consistent, and correct ? (Diction) . . . • •
2. Doos seiitence and <aracraph construction mani-
fest unity and pro:)or emphasis ? (Khetoric).
3. Doc^G the ptmc tijati::)n and spelllnf; follov/
accepted standards ?
B. Is the Bibliography an exhaustive one ?
1. Are the entries properly written and
punct-.;ated ? ••••
2. Are the bibliographical entries arranged in
so:no sound logical order ?....•..«••
3. Are there annotations ? ....
C. Are tJie contents of tlie study readily located
tiiroucli properly ar::=arned lists ?
Of Contents ?.... Of Tables ?... Charts ?...
D. Are tables and charts readily interpreted
without reading; the tor.t ? •
^1
.
F.
V. r=u:~'Airk: and coiiCLUr.ionr. V;KXGUT 20 rOIirxT.)
To v/.iat extent
Is tliere a brief sujunary taking into account
each point raised in. the ytateiicnt of problem?..
B. Is there an evaluation of Uie rcaoarch re, ort ?.
1. Pointing to where it leads, and also to
whoi'D it falls sliort of solving the problem ?. •
2. Anav.'.iring "What is the viiue of this study?"....
Are Conor slons based on the tjata of tlio study
•r.nde l:nov7n to the ro "dor ?
D. Is tliere included a progr>'iri for progressive use
of the conclusions In education ?..........
V
1/
^-1—yp-
r
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CONCLUSIONS
t
Conclusions
The purpose of this survey report was to see what
efforts had been taken, during the years January 1,1938-
January 1,1943, to employ the unit method of organization
in Home Economics Classes in the Junior and senior high
schools.
There v;ere \indertaken two sub-problems^ which were as
follows:
1. To see if the psychological approach had been
used (as developed by Dr.Billett).
2, To see what topical areas had been covered in
the units.
Table 1 shows the variations of unit headings found
In the survey of literature in the five year period.The
frequency of occurance was determined from the literature
i. e. everytime a particular heading was mentioned it was
entered in the frequency column and then these were tot-
aled to find the total frequency occurance in all liter-
ature surveyed.
Table 11 showed the variations of topical areas
covered under each unit heading, which was found in the
survey of literature in the five year period. The frequen-
cy of occurance was fletermined from the literature, the
same as the iinits frequency occurance was determined.

Concl^j sions ( Ccntiniiod)
Looking at table 1 we soe that the unit, with the
hi^;hest frequency, is food and the family with ho?ne and
family relationships corning next in order cf frequency.
The others in order of frequency were - clothing and
t]ie family, child development and care, house and its
care, nutrition, income and spending, developing ovm
personality, community relationships, consumer-buying,
meal planning, health and the home art and the home,
etiq_uette, beauty culture, leisure-time activities,
shop-ho\i.sehold mechanics, preparing for a vocation,
care of the sick, science and the home, shop-household
repairs, first aid, and last, but not least, celebrat-
ing holidays
.
It seems to ne that these frequencies speak for
themselves and show that the list of units is varied
and all Inclusive and not limited to just cooking a-nd
sewing as previous to this five y?ar perioc'.
Tabic 3 1 shov/s that the topic meal planning Is
the most often listed under unit headings. The other
topics were in the following order: caring fcr child-
ren, sev;ing techniques and construction, preparation -
simple cookery, selection of food, budgeting, serving
food, nutrition, clothing selection, grooming and ap-
pearance, m.arketing, helping at home, quantity food
prejoaration, textile information, fundar^.ental art

Concliislons (Contimiod)
principles, needlccrrif ts, care of clothing, home im-
proveTnents, home planning, sharing the home for enjoy-
ment, table decorations, balanced rations, dressmaking,
girl's ovm room, how to select and care for appliances
and home management. All of the following appeared
once in all of the literature surveyed; beauty cul-
ture, use of equipment, muscles of head etc., operatio- s,
haircutting, facial massage, manicuring, scalp treat-
ments, fashion design, consumer Information, millinery,
flower arrangement, cleanable surfaces, selection house
and furnishings, and making the house attractive.
#
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TABLE I
Units Covered in Survey of Literature
f Units Frequency'' of Occurance
1. Food and the Family 19
2. Clothing and the Family 15
5. House and its care 10
1 4. Income and spending 9
5. Child development and care 13
6. Home and Familv relations 13
7. Health and the home 6
3. Art and the home 5
9. Science and the home 2
10. Care of the sick 3
11. Developing ov/n personality 8
12. Community relationships 8
13. Nutrition 10
14. Preparirg for a vocation 3
15. Meal planning 6
16. Consumer-buying 7
17. Shop - Household mechanics 3
18. Shop - Household repairs 2
19. Celebrating holidays
20, K t i oiJ p t tft . mannflr"^- nnrJ
social graces 5
21. Leisure time activities 3
22. First aid 2
25. Beauty culture 3

TABLE II
Topics Covered in Survey of Literature
Topics Frequency of Occurance
Food and the Family;
1. Meal planning 16
2. Preparation - simple cookery 12
3. Serving 8
4. Selection 10
5. Nutrition 8
6. Balanced rations 2
7. Marketing 5
8. Quantity food preparation 4
9. Table decorations 2
Clothing and the Family;
1. Textile information 3
2. Fundamental art principles 3
3. Fashion design 1
4. Consumer information . 1
5. Sewing techniques and con-
struction 13
6. Needle crafts 3
7. Selection 6
8. Care - cleaning, pressing,
and mending 3
9. Millinery 1
10. Dressmaking 2
11. Grooming and appearance 6

TABLE II (Continued)
Topics Covered in Survey of Literature
Beauty Cu.lture:
1. Use of equipment 1
2. Lluscle of head, throat,
arms , and hands 1
3. Operations - shampooing,
waving, and marcelling 1
4. Haircutting 1
5. Facial massage 1
6. T!anl curing 1
7. Scalp treatment 1
Home
;
1. Helping at home 5
2. Sharing for enjoying home 2
3. Caring for children 13
4. Improvement 3
Income an-^ Snenriinp
r V
1. Home finance 2
2. Budgeting 9
Health and Care of Sick
1. Keeping the family healthy 2
2. Caring for the sick 2
3. First Aid 2

TABLE II (Continned)
TopicF Covered in Siirvoy ol" Literature
Topics Frequency of Occurence
House and its Care
1. Girl's ovm room. 2
2. Flower arrangement 1
2. Cleanablo surfaces 1
4. IIow to selact and caro for
appliances 2
5. Selection - house and
furnishings 1
6. Home nanagenent 2
7. Home planning 3
8. ?'aking house attractive 1

Conclusions (Continued)
Table T and TI. These frequencies agree with
those of Dyer^
The only lit(=rature nurveyod v/hich Msed the
psycholo^^ical approach thru-out v/as tlie masters'
thesis. Miss South follov^ed this nethod most closely
and tl-ien Hiss Forbes, Miss Schoulor, and Iliss Burnell.
The course of study from Virginia more nearly ap-
proaches the psychological method than that of any
other State.
It v/as foLindjfrom the survey, that the home ec-
onomics program had changed greatly duing the five
year period studied. Some of the most noticeable
chan,^;es v<rere as follows:
1. The program was adapted to the abilities,
achievements, and interests of individual pupils with
emphasis on self-direction and the ability to solve
new problems as they arise.
2. The teacher must help the p'^pilc to think
clearly and precisely, to analyze, to weigh evidence,
to discover facts, to criticize, to st.qte and solve
problems, and to develop conclusions.
3. The home eceonomics teacher needs more knowl-
edge than just her field to put such a program across -
if pupils are to gain the maximium from the unit
method of or .anizatlon and to have cared for individual
c(
Conclusions (Continued)
4. Emphasis now placed on social vali-.es rather
than upon technical values, v;lth the plans being made
by teacher and pupil to^^cther.
5. Homelike situations were established with
emphasis on homelike equipment.
6. Home economics now offered to boys and girls
O I
Summary
To suTTijnarize the sequence of units of work for
each class depends upon needs, interests, problens,
and preferences of piipils. Su^-gested in setting up
tlie year's plan of v/ork, using units and topical areas
v;o\-'ld be included the season of the year and the re-
lationships of other units. The length of the unit
should be determined by the pupil's real interest,
needs, background, previous training, and nature of
the units.
The hone economics teacher must ansv/er tiie follov/
ing questions before attempting to develop worthwhile
units
;
V/hat are the common problems, knowledges,
skills, and fimdamental principles, which you want
girls to gain from the course?
The units should have a psychological approach
if they are to yield the maximium help to the pupil,
by caring for individual differences and to education
as a whole.
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mCHEK GKOWTH II H0IIEl«iJ[X21G H)UClTION
If you can share the inter tsts of
your pupils h» they prow,
And understtind their orobiems «a
through ilfe they go;
If you ctn let them help you pltn
the work they need to co,
And let thest h«Te a ehtre in it
end tjivs their point of
If your dep&rtoent ia s hoae
.irhere pupili love to be,
A place of comfort, cheer, tnd pei-cc
dtnd guy fraternity;
If you share leita all the school
this hojnelike atmosphere
And help the others of the staff
fclong this CDurse to ateerj
If Kfith the whole community
your problems you «sill share,
And in return their probleoe too
you will help to bear;
If in th«s« you co believe
in all sincerity,
iind strive to live then day by d«jr
with utnoet constancy;
If a« veil in other fielce
your intereeto cultivate;
And bo your pereontlity
this knowledge intejfrtte;
If thefec you do from day to day
the beet you can and nill,
Iben service to your country's cause
and your "if you will fulfill.
S«Ml M, Hatcher - Univ. of "'ichigan
Redhel P. Noll
Meta W. Vob&brink
Froffl N.A, Conference, also College CurrictU.u« Confert^nce, 19a3»
From an unpublished manuscript by the authors as Indicated.
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